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Cover: (L–R) Seniors Troy Tabler, N’Gai Evans, 
Vaughn Duggins, and Cooper Land.
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2010–2011 SEASON OUTLOOK 
First year head coach Billy Donlon has a lot of new faces to 
work with for the 2010–2011 basketball season. The Raiders 
have 10 new names on the roster this season, including six 
freshmen. 
In order to get the team ready for their first game of the regular 
season on Nov. 14 at Indiana, he is relying heavily on the four 
returning seniors to get everyone comfortable for opening 
night. 
So far, he is pleased with what he was seen. 
“I’m happy with our team’s togetherness. I think there is some 
great chemistry, and our senior leadership is a big reason for 
that,” said Donlon. “I think N’Gai (Evans), Vaughn (Duggins), 
Troy (Tabler) and Cooper (Land) have done a really good job of 
trying to educate our young players on not just the adjustment 
to basketball but to school and life when you go from 
high school to college. They’ve done a pretty good 
job of that.” 
Duggins has the most playing experience 
among the four seniors. He was a starter as 
a freshman in 2006 and has been garnished 
with Horizon League honors every year, 
including being named to the Horizon 
League All-Newcomer team and the All-
Defensive team. 
Heading into this season he was selected 
to the preseason Second Team All-
Horizon League. 
N’Gai Evans was also an everyday 
player for the Raiders last season. He 
started in 28 of 29 games last year and 
recorded career highs in points in a 
game (22), field goals made in a game 
(7) and three-pointers in a game (4). 
His 9.5 points per game and 91 rebounds 
last year were also career highs. According 
to Donlon, all those came from the effort 
Evans put in each day of practice.
Land and Tabler are the other two seniors on the 
team. Donlon called the “specialists” last season. 
This year, they will be impact players. 
Tabler came alive in the second half of last season. 
He started several games down the final stretch of the 
season and made three 3-pointers in an 18 point effort 
against Milwaukee. 
Land started off the season playing in the first 24 games of 
the season before being sidelined with a torn ACL.  While 
healthy, the Texas native averaged 5.5 points and 2.9 rebounds.
As for the newcomers, Donlon is expecting a lot out of them. 
Johann Mpondo, Armond Battle, and Julius Mays all have 
experience playing at the college level.  Mays will redshirt 
after transferring from North Carolina State as will the other 
player with collegiate experience, sophomore Darian Cartharn. 
Cartharn will miss the year with a torn ACL.
Like all college freshmen, Wright State’s newest athletes will be 
making a big transition from playing at the high school level 
last year. 
He feels they may have as much pressure as any freshmen 
class in the country. 
“There’s probably more pressure on them as freshmen than 
there might be on any other group in this country, except 
maybe Kentucky,” Donlon said. “They all have to play; they 
have to contribute. They have to have a very positive impact 
for us to be successful.”
Perhaps the person with the most pressure on their shoulders 
is Donlon himself. 
He is replacing Brad Brownell, a coach who posted an 84-45 
record in just four years at the helm. Donlon is embracing that 
pressure with his familiarity with the team and the Horizon 
League. The Chicago native was the assistant coach for the 
Raiders during those four seasons and the four previous years 
at UNCW.
“Certainly there’s pressure to try to win and continue what we 
started. The one thing for me is that I was here; I was part of it. 
There is pressure to continue the success and continue to build 
what we have done here,” Donlon said. “I’m competitive and I 
want to win.” 
In order to have another 20 win season, Wright State will 
have to beat some of the nation’s best teams.
The Raiders will start the regular season against 
Indiana on Nov. 14 and will take on Richmond 
and Purdue or Southern Illinois (Nov. 26 & 
27) as part of the Chicago Invitational 
Challenge. WSU visits Cincinnati 
(Dec. 1) nearly a month before 
their conference starts.  The 
schedule also includes 
tilts with Charlotte, 
Miami, Air Force 
and Central 
Michigan as well 
as the League 
foes, including 
National Runner-
Up Butler twice.
Wright State 
will kick off 
conference play 
by playing Horizon 
League foe Milwaukee 
on Dec. 30. On January 16, 
Wright State will play the first of 
two games against Butler, last 
year’s National Runner-Up. 
Wright State will play their 
second game against the 
Bulldogs on February 10. 
Several of Wright 
State’s games will 
also be televised this 
season. Games at Indiana, 
Green Bay and Butler as well 
as home games with Valparaiso 
and Detroit will appear on the 
ESPN formats. 
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NOTES
2009–10: 16 points vs Portland State...another 16 points 
against Belmont named him to the All-Tournament Team 
of the Athletes In Action Classic...10 points vs Cleveland 
State...scored a career-high 24 points with 10 free throws 
and four threes vs Youngstown State...23 points at 
Miami...22 points at Mississippi State with six threes...16 
points vs Arkansas-Little Rock...18 points with three 
threes at Milwaukee...14 points vs UIC...hit the winning 
three with less than one second remaining at Youngstown 
State and finished with 14 points...11 points at Cleveland 
State...16 points with four threes against Detroit in HL 
semifinals.
2008–09: Three threes in season opener against Illinois 
State...started against Miami...missed six games due to 
shoulder injury...16 vs ORU in the first game back...11 
points at Valpo...16 points vs Loyola...10 points vs 
UIC...12 points at CSU...started at Central Michigan and 
Loyola.
2007–08: 11 points with three threes at Marist...14 points 
vs Miami...16 points at Chattanooga with four threes...
eight points with two threes at UIC, vs Green Bay and 
vs Presbyterian...seven points at Illinois State and vs 
Valparaiso in the HL Second Round.
Notes: Played at Moeller High School in Cincinnati...
averaged 14 points, five rebounds and three assists as a 
junior...as a senior, helped team to Division I state title 
while averaging 14.1 points and 4.3 rebounds...shot 
46.7 percent from the field, including 37.3 percent from 
three and 78.2 percent from the lines...state Final Four in 
2005...second-team All State...ranked as Ohio’s 16th top 
prospect by Rivals.com...team finished #16 by USA Today 
at 25-2...son of former Major League Baseball player Pat 
Tabler, mother Susan...three brothers and one sister. 
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
TROY
TABLER
GUARD
Sr. • 6-3 • 185
Cincinnati, OH
Moeller
CAREER HIGHS
 Points:  24 vs Youngstown State  
  (12/5/09)
 Field Goals Made:  8 at Miami (12/3/09)
 Field Goals Attempted:  14 at Miami (12/3/09)
 Field Goal Percentage:  .857 (6 for 7) vs. Detroit  
  (3/6/10)
 3-Pt. Field Goals Made:  6 at Mississippi State   
  (12/16/09); at Milwaukee  
  (1/16/10)
 3-Pt. Field Goals Attempted:  13 at Milwaukee (1/16/10)
 3-Pt. Field Goal Percentage:  .800 (4-5) vs. Detroit (3/6/10)
 Free Throws Made:  10 vs. Youngstown State (12/5/09)
 Free Throws Attempted:  10 vs. Youngstown State (12/5/09)
 Free Throw Percentage:  1.000 (10 for 10) vs.   
  Youngstown State (12/5/09)
 Rebounds:  6 on three occasions
 Assists:  4 on three occasions
 Blocks:  1 on eight occasions
 Steals:  3 vs. Coastal Carolina (11/19/07) #3
Former Raider Number 3s: 
Onome-Scott Emuakpor (1997–2000)
Braden Bushman (2000–2004)
TABLER’S NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min-Avg FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2007–08 30-0 462/15.4 50 131 .382 29 82 .354 22 28 .786 42 1.4 34-0 27 2 16  151/5.0
2008–09 27-3 481/17.8 51 137 .372 35 95 .368 23 28 .821 67 2.5 33-0 23 0 14  160/5.9
2009–10 32-9 760/23.7 86 204 .422 58 147 .395 56 63 .889 58 1.8 64-0 41 6 16  286/8.9
 Totals 89-11 1703/19.1 187 472 .396 122 324 .377 101 119 .849 167 1.9 131-0 91 8 46  597/6.7
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CAREER HIGHS
 Points:  22 at Cleveland State (2/27/10)
 Field Goals Made:  7 vs. Green Bay (2/13/10)
 Field Goals Attempted:  12 at Milwaukee (12/6/08); at  
  Butler (2/6/10)
 Field Goal Percentage:  1.000 (4 for 4) vs. Little Rock  
  (12/22/09)
 3-Pt. Field Goals Made:  4 vs. Sam Houston State  
  (12/28/09)
 3-Pt. Field Goals Attempted:  6 at Milwaukee (12/6/08)
 3-Pt. Field Goal Percentage:  .800 vs. Sam Houston State  
  (12/28/09)
 Free Throws Made:  11 at Cleveland State (2/27/10)
 Free Throws Attempted:  14 at Cleveland State (2/27/10)
 Free Throw Percentage:  1.000 (6-6) at Ohio (2/20/10)
 Rebounds:  7 vs UIC (1/28/10)
 Assists:  8 vs. Belmont (11/15/09)
 Blocks:  1 on five occasions
 Steals:  4 on two occasions 
NOTES
2009–10: Started at Washington with 17 points--15 in 
the second half...eight assists vs Belmont...missed three 
games with knee injury and returned vs Arkansas-Little 
Rock...back to starting lineup vs Sam Houston with four 
threes...10 points against Butler, including two threes...12 
points and five assists vs Valparaiso...11 points and 7 
rebounds vs UIC...18 points to lead WSU at Valparaiso 
followed by 14 at Butler...18 points vs Green Bay with 
five rebounds and four assists...16 points and six assists 
vs Detroit...22 points at Cleveland State, including 11 
from the line and four steals...at CSU, scored his 500th 
career point...named to Horizon League All-Tournament 
Team.
2008–09: 11 points at Central Michigan...first start against 
Miami...10 points at Milwaukee...10 points at Wake 
Forest, vs Oral Roberts and against South Florida...
named to All-Tournament Team at San Juan...11 points at 
Youngstown State...career high 17 points vs Milwaukee...
game-winning drive to score against Green Bay...12 
points vs Milwaukee in Horizon League second round...
six assists at Butler in HL semifinals.
2007–08: Four points at Loyola...11 points vs Green Bay...
eight points in 28 minutes vs Presbyterian...five points at 
Cleveland State. 
Notes: Averaged 17.2 points, 3.1 rebounds and 2.2 assists 
per game at North Canton Hoover High School...the 
Vikings posted an 18-4 record as Evans was selected 
third-team All-Ohio and first-team All-District...shot 50.2 
percent from the field...team ranked 11th in state..coached 
by Randy Montgomery....born on November 15, 1988...
son of N’Gai and Joy Evans...oldest of two brothers and 
one sister.
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N’GAI
EVANS
GUARD
Sr. • 6-2 • 175
North Canton, OH
Hoover
EVANS’ NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min-Avg FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2007–08 19-0 165/8.7 16 31 .516 4 10 .400 10 15 .667 11 0.6 13-0 4 0 3  46/2.4
2008–09 33-18 842/25.5 65 188 .346 21 78 .269 60 80 .750 77 2.3 71-1 56 3 22  211/6.4
2009–10 29-28 865/29.8 93 198 .470 21 63 .333 68 93 .731 91 3.1 68-1 93 2 35  275/9.5 
 Totals 81-46 1872/23.1 174 417 .417 46 151 .305 138 188 .734 179 2.2 152-2 153 5 60  532/6.6
#11
Former Raider 
Number 11s: 
Phil McKee (1973)
Jim Hough (1975)
Alan McGee (1976–78)
Cain Doliboa (2002)
Jaron Taylor (2004–05)
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NOTES
2009–10: 12 points off the bench at Washington...
team-high 14 points vs Cleveland State...14 points 
vs Maryland Eastern Shore...tore ACL in practice 
on 2/8.
2008–09: 12 points against Illinois State...first start 
versus Toledo...11 points vs Youngstown State 
and 12 points at Youngstown State...hit all six shot 
attempts, including three three-pointers, in scoring 
15 points against Valparaiso in the first round of 
the HL Tournament...13 points, including four 
three-pointers, in the second round vs Milwaukee.
2007–08: Skilled big man who improved a great 
deal during his freshman season...played 13 
minutes in opener...three rebounds at Marist...
five points vs Bradley...eight points vs Miami...six 
points and six rebounds vs St. Bonaventure...nine 
points at Loyola with two threes...six rebounds vs 
Presbyterian...two big threes vs Loyola...hit two 
free throws vs UIC for the win...seven points and 
four rebounds vs Detroit in HL First Round. 
Notes: Played at Marcus High School near Dallas...
averaged 10 points and five rebounds as his team 
went 20-10 as a junior....as a senior, averaged 16 
points and seven rebounds...team went 29-7 and to 
the state’s Sweet 16...son of Bill and Gayle Land...
father is play-by-play voice for the San Antonio 
Spurs...one older brother...coached by Jody Bass.
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COOPER
LAND
FORWARD
Sr. • 6-8 • 230
Highland Village, TX
Marcus
CAREER HIGHS
 Points:  15 vs. Valparaiso (3/3/09)
 Field Goals Made:  6 vs. Valparaiso (3/3/09)
 Field Goals Attempted:  9 vs Eastern Shore (12/19/09)
 Field Goal Percentage:  1.000 (6 for 6) vs. Valparaiso (3/3/09)
 3-Pt. Field Goals Made:  4 vs. Milwaukee (3/6/09)
 3-Pt. Field Goals Attempted:  6 vs. Milwaukee (3/6/09)
 3-Pt. Field Goal Percentage:  1.000 (3 for 3) vs. Valparaiso (3/3/09)
 Free Throws Made:  7 at Youngstown State (1/29/09)
 Free Throws Attempted:  8 at Youngstown State (1/29/09) 
 Free Throw Percentage:  1.000 (5 for 5) vs. Illinois State   
  (11/15/08)
 Rebounds:  6 vs. St. Bonaventure (12/18/07); vs.  
  Presbyterian (2/4/08)
 Assists:  2 on five occasions
 Blocks:  2 at Green Bay (1/5/08)
 Steals:  2 on three occasions
#14
LAND’S NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min-Avg FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2007–08 30-0 385/12.8 28 85 .329 16 49 .327 23 35 .657 65 2.2 39-0 11 3 6  95/3.2
2008–09 33-3 429/13.0 43 115 .374 22 71 .310 32 49 .653 64 1.9 61-1 11 3 8  140/4.2
2009–10 24-0 398/16.6 43 102 .422 18 55 .327 29 38 .763 70 2.9 60-2 18 1 11  133/5.5
Totals 87-3 1212/13.9 114 302 .377 56 175 .320 84 122 .689 199 2.3 160-3 40 7 25  368/4.2
Former Raider 
Number 14s: 
First Number 14
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NOTES
2010–11: Will miss entire season with ACL tear.
2009–10: Played 20 minutes in the first game of 
the season...more playing time with Evans side-
lined...five points and five assists vs Maryland 
Eastern Shore.
Prep: Averaged 16 points, five assists and five 
rebounds a game as a senior...averaged 10 points, 
four rebounds and two assists as a junior...played 
under coach Kent Riggs...Special Mention All-
Ohio selection in final season...first-team All-Mid-
State League.
Former Raider  
Number 31s: 
Mike Herr (1973–75), 
Rodney Benson (1980–81),
Dan Swain (1983–85),
Lincoln Bramlege (1992),
Quincy Brann (1993–95),
Anthony Brown (1995–97)
DARIAN
CARTHARN
GUARD
So. • 6-0 • 190
Canal Winchester, OH
Canal Winchester #31
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
CAREER HIGHS
 
 Points 5 vs. Maryland Eastern 
  Shore (12/19/09); vs. Sam
  Houston State (12/28/09)
 Field Goals Made:  2 vs. Maryland Eastern Shore
  (12/19/09); vs. Sam Houston 
  State (12/28/09)
 Field Goals Attempted:  5 vs. Maryland Eastern Shore
  (12/19/09)
 Field Goal Percentage:  1.000 (1 for 1) vs. Belmont  
  (11/15/09); at Butler (2/6/10)
 3-Pt. Field Goals Made:  1 on five occasions
 3-Pt. Field Goals Attempted:  3 vs. Maryland Eastern Shore  
  (12/19/09)
 3-Pt. Field Goal Percentage:  1.000 (1 for 1) on three occasions
 Free Throws Made:  4 at Butler (3/9/10)
 Free Throws Attempted:  4 at Butler (3/9/10)
 Free Throw Percentage:  1.000 (4 for 4) at Butler (3/9/10)
 Rebounds:  2 on three occasions
 Assists:  5 vs. Maryland Eastern Shore  
  (12/19/09)
 Steals:  2 at Miami (12/13/09)
CARTHARN’S NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min-Avg FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2009–10 27-0 170/6.3 9 27 .333 5 15 .333 4 4 1.000 10 0.4 18-1 13 0 5  27/1.0
Totals 27-0 170/6.3 9 27 .333 5 15 .333 4 4 1.000 10 0.4 18-1 13 0 5  27/1.0
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CAREER HIGHS
 Points:  24 vs. Bradley (12/11/07) 
 Field Goals Made:  8 on four occasions 
 Field Goals Attempted:  20 vs. Loyola (1/30/10)
 Field Goal Percentage:  .833 (5 for 6) vs. Sam  
  Houston State (12/28/09)
 3-Pt. Field Goals Made:  5 vs. Bradley (12/11/07); at  
  Chattanooga (12/30/07)
 3-Pt. Field Goals Attempted:  9 vs. Loyola (1/30/10); at  
  Ohio (2/20/10)
 3-Pt. Field Goal Percentage:  .750 (3 for 4) on three  
  occasions 
 Free Throws Made:  10 vs. Marshall (11/28/07) 
 Free Throws Attempted:  10 vs. Marshall (11/28/07);  
  vs. Central Michigan  
  (11/24/09)
 Free Throw Percentage:  1.000 (10 for 10) vs.   
  Marshall (11/28/07) 
 Rebounds:  8 at St. Bonaventure  
  (12/9/06); vs. Cal State  
  Fullerton (2/17/07) 
 Assists:  8 at Marshall (12/13/06) 
 Blocks:  1 on eight occasions
 Steals:  4 vs Arkansas-Little Rock  
  (12/22/09)
NOTES
2009–10: Named to 2009–10 Horizon League Second Team and 2009–10 
Horizon League All Defensive Team...21 points vs Central Michigan...16 
points at Northeastern...17 points at Toledo...four steals vs Arkansas-Little 
Rock...18 points with game winner vs Valparaiso...20 points at Green 
Bay...collected his 1,000th career point at Detroit...14 points vs UIC...21 
points vs Loyola at home...17 points at Valparaiso followed by 18 points 
at Butler...20 points vs Green Bay at home...15 points at Youngstown State 
followed by 14 at Cleveland State.
2008–09: Preseason First Team All-Horizon League selection...12 points, 
six rebounds against Illinois State...11 points vs. Miami...16 points at Sam 
Houston State...redshirt after broken finger before Sam Houston game--
decision to redshirt on January 21.
2007–08: First Team All-Horizon League honoree...16 points and six 
rebounds against Coastal Carolina...21 points vs Marshall, including 
10-10 FTs...18 points vs Valparaiso...eight points vs Butler...24 vs Bradley...
six assists vs Miami and setup game winner...16 vs St. Bonaventure...12 
points and eight assists at Cal State Fullerton...14 points vs Belmont...
named to Dr. Pepper Classic All-Tournament Team with 22 points vs 
Chattanooga...19 points at Milwaukee...16 points and five assists vs 
Youngstown State...18 vs Cleveland State...19 points at UIC...big free 
throws for win at Loyola...12 points vs Green Bay...game winner vs 
Milwaukee as time expired...20 points vs Loyola, game winner vs Detroit 
with 19 points...17 points at Butler, including four threes.
2006–07: Selected to the Horizon League All-Newcomer Team...selected 
to national freshman teams by collegehoops.net and collegeinsider.
com...13 points at Miami, including late three...big three late in win over 
Detroit...late FG at St. Bonaventure spurred winning drive...15 points and 
8 assists at Marshall...11 points vs Bowling Green...16 points vs Marist...15 
points vs Chicago State with six rebounds and four assists...10 points vs 
Loyola...11 points vs Green Bay...7 assists at Cleveland State...10 points 
and five assists at Detroit...13 points and six assists at UIC...15 points, 
eight rebounds and five assists vs Cal State Fullerton...dished out four 
assists in HL Championship vs Butler...12 points vs Pittsburgh at NCAAs. 
Notes: A veraged a state-high 26.5 points per game while leading the 
Arabians...also averaged 6.9 rebounds, 3.4 assists and 1.9 steals while 
shooting 78.2% from the line and 49.5% overall from the field...named 
first-team player in the Hoosier Heritage Conference for the third straight 
year...Duggins, who also played for the AAU team Spiece Indy Red, 
averaged 16.9 points and 5.0 rebounds, 4.2 assists and 2.0 steals as a junior 
as Pendleton Heights posted an 18-4 record, winning the conference 
championship.
Former Raider  
Number 44s: 
Guy Conners (1975–76)
James Pinkney (1978)
Roman Welch (1979–80)
Andy Warner (1981–84)
Scott Benton (1986–1990)
Jason Smith (1992–94)
Steno Kos (1995–97)
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
VAUGHN
DUGGINS
GUARD
Sr. • 6-3 • 195
Pendleton, IN
Pendleton Heights
2010–11 Horizon League Preseason Second Team
DUGGINS’ NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min-Avg FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
 2006–07 33-32 1078-32.7 105 281 .374 39 110 .355 47 65 .723 108 3.3 66-1 82 2 27  296/9.0
 2007–08 31-31 1074/34.6 145 330 .439 58 146 .397 81 112 .723 91 2.9 50-1 85 2 31  429/13.8
2008–09 4-3 141/35.2 16 45 .356 4 18 .222 11 18 .611 17 4.3 6-0 6 0 8  47/11.0
2009–10 29-27 975/33.6 143 306 .467 49 128 .383 77 95 .811 91 3.1 41-0 85 4 37  412/14.2
 Totals 97-93 3268/33.7 409 962 .425 150 402 .373 216 290 .745 307 3.2 163-2 258 8 103  1184/12.2
#44
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NOTES
Averaged 14 points and seven rebounds per game as a junior...selected for the prestigious Indiana Junior 
All-Star team in 2009...Brandon Bradley of ScoutingIndiana.com rated him as the 21st best senior in the 
state of Indiana...coached in high school by Tim LaGrange...honorable-mention All State...played in Indiana 
All-Star Game...team went 22-5 his senior season as regional champions...born October 22, 1991
Former Raider  
Number 2s: 
Scottie Wilson (2005–06)
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
KEGAN
CLARK
GUARD
Fr. • 6-4 • 190
Jeffersonville, IN
Jeffersonville #2
NOTES
Notes: Came to WSU after playing two seasons at the University of New Orleans...eligible immediately 
since UNO dropped to NCAA division III status... averaged 5.2 points and 3.3 rebounds while starting 19 of 
the 29 games in which he appeared...registered his career high 15 points twice last year against Middle Ten-
nessee State and Arkansas-Little Rock while his career-high nine rebounds came in his freshman season...
born January 13, 1988.
Former Raider  
Number 4s:
Drew Burleson (2004–07)
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
JOHANN
MPONDO
FORWARD
Jr. • 6-8 • 220
Douala, Cameroon
Decatur (IL) Christian #4
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Former Raider  
Number 2s: 
Scottie Wilson (2005–06)
NOTES
Played last season at New Mexico Junior College, averaged 9.7 points and 3.8 rebounds while shooting 46 
percent from the field in 30 games...attended the University of Tulsa from high school but did not play due 
to a torn Achilles tendon...at Benilde-St. Margaret High School in Minnesota, he averaged 22.3 points, 7.1 
rebounds and 3.1 assists when he led his team to the 3A state championship with a 27-3 record...named all-
state during his senior campaign, he shot 64 percent from the field and 32 percent from three-point range...as 
a junior, he averaged 20.1 points and 7.3 rebounds and 15.4 points as a sophomore...he was coached by John 
Moore in high school and has an older sister, Tia, who played basketball at Vanderbilt and Ohio State...born 
August 7, 1990.
Former Raider  
Number 12s: 
Fred Clark (1971–72) 
Neil Reif (1973–76) 
Tyson Freeman (2000–03) 
Vova Severovas (2003–05)
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
ARMOND
BATTLE
FORWARD
So. • 6-7 • 200
Plymouth, MN
Benile-St. Margaret #12
NOTES
Three-year starter...as a senior, he averaged 24.5 points, 8.1 rebounds and 4.5 assists while shooting 58 per-
cent from the field and 80 percent from the free throw line...named the Region 11 MVP...was also selected the 
MVP of Kentucky’s East-West All-Star Game as well as the Ohio-Kentucky All-Star Basketball Game...also 
selected to play in the elite Kentucky/Indiana All-Stars Basketball Classic...born November 30, 1991.
Former Raider  
Number 21s: 
Rob Haucke (1990–91)
Darryl Woods (1993–94)
Keion Brooks (1995–98)
Michael Doles (2000–01)
Mark Starkey (2002–03)
Todd Brown (2006–09)
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
VANCE
HALL
GUARD
Fr. • 6-3 • 185
Frankfort, KY
Franklin County #21
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NOTES
Vince Baldwin of Prep Spotlights rated him the 10th best senior and Steve Bell ranked him the #1 senior for-
ward in the state of Michigan...also played two years of baseball in high school...basketball coach was Matt 
Essell...team MVP as junior and senior...All-State first team last two seasons...scored 1,157 career points...as 
a senior, averaged 21 points, 10 rebounds and four blocks...holds high school team’s season block record...
team went 18-7 and advanced to the regional final...also played AAU with Michigan Titans and Roadrun-
ners...born October 1, 1991.
Former Raider  
Number 22s: 
Greg McCurdy (1971–74) 
Bob Cook (1976–79)
Eric Ellis (1983–84)
Joe Jackson (1985–88)
Mark Woods (1988–93)
Rick Martinez (1993–95)
Mike Richardson (1997)
Kevin Melson (1998–2001) 
Zach Williams (2004)
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
COLE
DARLING
FORWARD
Fr. • 6-7 • 185
Holt, MI
Holt #22
NOTES
Posted 15.5 points and 9.2 rebounds per game during his junior campaign, including a 41-point outburst...
Chas Wolfe of Inside Prep Sports rated A.J. the 19th best senior in Ohio...John Stovall of Prep Spotlight rated 
him the 3rd best senior center...high school coach was Jeff Kreill...team MVP and first-team all league...led 
team to 14-7 record...born February 17, 1992.
Former Raider 
Number 23s: 
Tim Walker (1972–74)
Alan McGee (1976–78)
Tom Holzapfel (1979–83)
Mark Vest (1984–86)
Rob Geistwhite (1987–90)
Scott Blair (1990–94)
Erik Ramsey (1996)
Parysh Munroe (2004–06) 
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
AJ
PACHER
FORWARD
Jr. • 6-9 • 220
Vandalia, OH
Butler #23
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NOTES
Played at Chaminade-Julienne High School in Dayton, Ohio... honorable-mention All State as a senior...
coached by Joe Staley...shot 50 percent from the field and 42 percent from three...Eagles went 16-5 in his 
senior season...his father, Mark, is a member of Wright State’s 1,000-point club as well as the WSU Athletic 
Hall of Fame...his sister, Sara, is currently an administrative assistant for the women’s basketball team at 
WSU...born September 17, 1992.
Former Raider  
Number 24s: 
Gary Monroe (1982–83), 
Rodney Webb (1984–87),
Renaldo O’Neal (1990–93),
Sterling Collins (1993–94),
Derek Watkins (1994–97),
Reinaldo Smith (2005–07)
Paul Darkwa (2010)
MATT
VEST
GUARD
Fr. • 6-5 • 175
Kettering, OH
Chaminade-Julienne #24
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
NOTES
Will redshirt the 2010-11 season after transferring from North Carolina State...a native of Marion, Indiana...
averaged 4.6 points and 1.2 rebounds while playing in 36 games for the Wolfpack as a sophomore...shot 
31% overall and 34% from three while dishing 57 assists...as a freshman, Mays averaged 4.7 points and 
1.2 rebounds in 22 games...logged three starts each season at NCSU... collected his career-high 18 points 
against Maryland in the ACC Tournament as a freshman and registered 17 points as a sophomore against 
Clemson as well as 16 points against Georgia State...at Marion High School, he averaged 18.6 points per 
games while earning first-team all state honors...born September 4, 1989.
Former Raider  
Number 34s: 
Eddie Crowe (1978–81)
Mark McCormick (1982–86)
Chris Wampler (1987–90)
Eric Wills (1991–95)
De’Andre Shepard (1996)
Will Graham (2006–2009)
Tyler Koch (2010)
JULIUS
MAYS
GUARD
Jr. • 6-3 • 190
Marion, IN
Marion #34
2010–11 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
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NUMERICAL ROSTER
ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Class Hometown (H.S.)
2  Kegan Clark G 6-4 190 Fr. Jeffersonville, Indiana (Jeffersonville)
3  Troy Tabler G 6-3 185 Sr. Cincinnati, Ohio (Moeller)
4  Johann Mpondo F 6-8 220 Jr. Douala, Cameroon (Decatur (IL) Christian)
11  N’Gai Evans G 6-2 175 Sr. North Canton, Ohio (Hoover)
12  Armond Battle F 6-7 200 So. Plymouth, Minnesota (Benile-St. Margaret)
14  Cooper Land F 6-8 230 Sr. Highland Village, Texas (Marcus)
21  Vance Hall G 6-3 185 Fr. Frankfort, Kentucky (Franklin County)
22  Cole Darling F 6-7 185 Fr. Holt, Michigan (Holt)
23  AJ Pacher F 6-9 220 Fr. Vandalia, Ohio (Butler)
24  Matt Vest G 6-5 175 Fr. Kettering, Ohio (Chaminade-Julienne)
31  Darian Cartharn G 6-0 190 So. Canal Winchester, Ohio (Canal Winchester)*
34  Julius Mays G 6-3 190 Jr. Marion, Indiana (Marion)*
44  Vaughn Duggins G 6-3 195 Jr. Pendleton, Indiana (Pendleton)
*redshirt
No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Class Hometown (H.S.)
12  Armond Battle F 6-7 200 So. Plymouth, Minnesota (Benile-St. Margaret)
31  Darian Cartharn G 6-0 190 So. Canal Winchester, Ohio (Canal Winchester)*
2  Kegan Clark G 6-4 190 Fr. Jeffersonville, Indiana (Jeffersonville)
22  Cole Darling F 6-7 185 Fr. Holt, Michigan (Holt)
44  Vaughn Duggins G 6-3 195 Jr. Pendleton, Indiana (Pendleton)
11  N’Gai Evans G 6-2 175 Sr. North Canton, Ohio (Hoover)
21  Vance Hall G 6-3 185 Fr. Frankfort, Kentucky (Franklin County)
14  Cooper Land F 6-8 230 Sr. Highland Village, Texas (Marcus)
34  Julius Mays G 6-3 190 Jr. Marion, Indiana (Marion)*
4  Johann Mpondo F 6-8 220 Jr. Douala, Cameroon (Decatur (IL) Christian)
23  AJ Pacher F 6-9 220 Fr. Vandalia, Ohio (Butler)
3  Troy Tabler G 6-3 185 Sr. Cincinnati, Ohio (Moeller)
24  Matt Vest G 6-5 175 Fr. Kettering, Ohio (Chaminade-Julienne)
*redshirt
 Head Coach: Billy Donlon (first year) 
Assistant Coaches: Clayton Bates, Chris Moore, 
and Scott Woods
Director of Basketball Operations: Brendan Mullins
Administrative Assistant: DJ Wyrick
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During his time in the coaching ranks, 
Donlon has worked in all areas of coaching, 
including floor coaching, scouting, planning 
practice, recruiting, scheduling and public 
relations. The exuberant 33-year-old has 
been a major part of every area, especially 
during the past four seasons as the Raiders 
have posted an 84-45 overall record. WSU’s 
league record of 49-21 set a new four-year 
mark for Raider teams.
Over this period, he has helped develop 
four all-league players, four named to the 
all-defensive team, and two selected to the 
newcomer team, as well as Horizon League 
Player of the Year DaShaun Wood in 2007.
Donlon received one of the Colonial 
Athletic Association’s most prestigious 
honors in his senior year. He was selected 
as the recipient of the Dean Ehlers Award 
for Leadership, presented annually to the 
player who embodies the highest standards 
of leadership, integrity and sportsmanship 
through academic and athletic achievements.
Donlon began his coaching career as an 
assistant at American in 1999-00 and then 
moved on to St. Peter’s for one season in 
2000–01.
He played professionally in Bourg 
en Bresse in France and with the Avitos 
Giesssen team in Giessen, Germany. In May 
of 2001, Donlon returned to the court as the 
starting point guard for the Irish National 
Team. 
BILLY DONLON
Head Coach 
First Season
On April 14, 
2010 Wright 
State University 
named Billy 
Donlon as its 
eighth head 
men’s basketball 
coach. Donlon, 
an associate 
head coach at 
WSU for four 
years, succeeded 
Brad Brownell, 
who accepted a 
similar position 
at Clemson.
Donlon, 
a native of Northbrook, Illinois, outside 
of Chicago, spent the last four years on 
Brownell’s staff at Wright State. Before 
coming to WSU in the spring of 2006, he 
was an assistant for Brownell at UNC 
Wilmington for four seasons. During 
his eight years with Brownell, Donlon 
helped guide their teams to three NCAA 
Tournaments, including in 2007 with the 
Raiders. During the last four years at WSU, 
the Raiders have won at least 20 games each 
season.
“Coach Donlon brings not only an ability 
to continue what has been laid in place 
but also a wealth of basketball knowledge 
and expertise to his new position,” said 
Wright State Director of Athletics Bob Grant. 
“We are confident that Billy will continue 
building our program and take Raider 
basketball to another level of success.”
Donlon, a former UNCW star, played an 
integral role in the success at Wilmington 
and Wright State. Donlon returned to his 
alma mater after completing a professional 
playing career in Germany and coaching 
stints at American and St. Peter’s.
Head Coach Billy Donlon
Donlon Notes
Hometown: Northbrook, Illinois 
Birthdate: February 10, 1977 
Education: BA History UNCW, 1999
Experience
Asst. Coach, American 1999–00 
Asst. Coach St. Peter’s 2000–01 
Asst. Coach UNC-Wilmington 2002–2006 
Asst./Assoc. Head Coach,  
Wright State 2006–2010 
Head Coach, Wright State:  
 Named April 14, 2010
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WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT DONLON...
“Billy has been around the game his entire life. He was always a coach on the floor as a player which is why I’m 
not surprised he has turned into an outstanding coach. His basketball pedigree with his father and the coaches 
that he played for and coached under is very impressive. His passion for the game is second to none. He really re-
lates well to the players and has a great knowledge of the game. Billy has an amazing future ahead of him. Wright 
State is lucky to have him as their Head Coach.”- Chris Collins, Duke University Associate Head Coach
“I’ve known Billy since he was a young kid during my time at Providence College. Billy comes from a great, great 
family and has been around basketball his entire life. He’s a terrific person, a terrific coach, and I know he will do 
an outstanding job at Wright State.”- Billy Donovan, Head Coach, University of Florida
“Billy Donlon is what so many student-athletes should 
look for in their future coach. He not only knows the 
game, but is able to teach it . The poise, basketball IQ, and 
work habits he had as a player are now an everyday part 
of his coaching philosophy. I love to talk basketball with 
Billy whenever I see him!”- John Beilein, Head Coach, 
University of Michigan
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CLAYTON BATES 
Assistant Coach
First Year
were named Academic All-MAC and three 
were named consecutive Academic All-
Americans, including Reitz who was also 
named to the first-team in 2007, second-team 
in 2008, and first-team in 2009. 
Bates played at the University of Florida under 
Lon Kruger and served as an administrative 
assistant with him at the University of Illinois 
in 1997 when the Illini advanced to the second 
round of the NCAA Tournament. After one 
year at Illinois, Bates returned to his native 
Florida for a three-year stint as an assistant 
coach at Jacksonville University for the next 
three years. A former guard, Bates played for 
the Gator team that appeared in the 1994 Final 
Four. 
“My family and I were thrilled to join Coach 
Donlon’s staff and be a part of the Raider 
Basketball family.” Bates said. “Wright 
State University has so much to offer with 
great facilities, tremendous fans and a solid 
academic foundation and support.” 
Bates was the 1996 Fred Koss Memorial Award 
winner, which is given to the player who 
displays the highest levels of sportsmanship, 
dedication, and commitment to the team and 
community during his career. 
He graduated from Florida with a bachelor’s 
degree in exercise physiology (1995) and 
completed his master’s work in sports 
administration (1997) at Illinois. 
Bates is married 
to the former 
Annemarie 
Mernagh, an 
All-Big East 
volleyball player 
at Pittsburgh 
and former 
assistant 
at Eastern 
Kentucky and 
WMU. The 
couple has two 
daughters, 
Annelyse and 
Sydney.
First-year Head 
Coach Billy 
Donlon did not 
take long to tab 
Clayton Bates 
as one of his 
assistant coaches 
and anyone can 
see why. 
Bates, who spent 
nine seasons 
at Western 
Michigan, played 
an important role 
in the success 
at WMU while 
establishing 
himself as one of 
the best coaches 
and top recruiters in the Mid-American 
Conference. During his time there, Western 
Michigan posted four 20 win seasons while 
advancing to the 2004 NCAA Tournament 
and the 2003 and 2005 National Invitation 
Tournament. 
“Clayton has brought our program a wealth 
of experience and knowledge that will help us 
continue to grow in the future,” Donlon said. 
“His recruiting ability and connections made 
Western Michigan one of the best programs 
in the MAC and his coaching skills developed 
those recruits into all-conference caliber 
players. He has a long list of all-conference 
players that he recruited and developed, 
including Western Michigan’s All Time 
Leading Scorer and 2010 MAC Player of the 
Year David Kool. I am excited that Clayton 
and his family are part of our family at Wright 
State.” 
Bates can also be credited with the recruitment 
and development of many players at WMU, 
including 2008 Collegeinsider.com Mid-Major 
All-American Joe Reitz and 2004 MAC Player 
of the Year Mike Williams. 
The Broncos also had great success in the 
classroom under Bates’ tutelage as 12 players 
Assistant Coach Clayton Bates
Clayton with his wife, Annemarie, 
and two daughters, Annelyse and 
Sydney.
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SCOTT WOODS
Assistant Coach
First Year
 After three 
years as the 
Director of 
Basketball 
Operations, 
Scott Woods 
was named as 
an assistant 
coach in April, 
2010. Scott 
came to Wright 
State after 
coaching stints 
at Saginaw 
Valley State, 
Manchester College, and DePauw 
University. 
Woods, from 2004–07, played a large role 
in reviving Saginaw Valley State, a Division 
II program. The 2006–07 SVSU squad 
recorded its highest conference placement 
since the 1997–98 campaign, tying for third 
in the North Division of the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. 
While an assistant coach at Manchester 
College, Woods was part of a staff that 
reached the 100-win mark faster than any 
coaching staff in school history. During 
his tenure, the best season at Manchester 
came in 1998–99 when the Spartans went 
24-5. That squad advanced to the NCAA 
Division III Sweet Sixteen and won the 
Indiana Collegiate Athletic Conference 
championship. That team also finished 10th 
in the final NABC Coach’s Poll. 
“Coach Woods has great experience in 
all aspects of our program,” stated Wright 
State head coach Billy Donlon, “His ability 
to teach the game will greatly benefit Wright 
State University.” 
Assistant Coach Scott Woods
“Having spent three years in the Wright 
State community, I could not be more excited 
to have the opportunity to continue being a 
part of a great situation,” said Woods. “The 
university and basketball program are both 
full of first-class people.” 
Woods graduated in 1993 from Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology where he 
was an all-conference basketball selection as 
a junior and senior. In 2003 he was inducted 
into Rose-Hulman’s Athletic Hall of Fame. 
Scott and his wife Betsy reside in Fairborn.
 
Scott with his wife, Betsy
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CHRIS MOORE
Assistant Coach
First Year
Chris Moore 
joined the 
Wright State 
coaching staff 
in June, 2010. 
Moore comes 
to WSU after 
serving as an 
assistant coach 
and recruiting 
coordinator for 
Morehead State 
for the last four 
seasons. During 
his tenure at 
MSU, the Eagles 
advanced to the NCAA Tournament in 2009 
and the second round of the CBI in 2010. 
Moore, who helped guide the Eagles to a 
71-60 record over the last four seasons, has 
been credited for signing two top-40 recruiting 
classes at MSU. Among his many recruits for 
Morehead State was the 2010 Ohio Valley 
Conference Player of the Year and Defensive 
Player of the Year Kenneth Faried, who led 
the nation in rebounding during the 2009-10 
season. 
“Chris is a relentless recruiter and his 
eyes light up when he speaks about Wright 
State University, and that is contagious,” 
WSU Head Coach Billy Donlon said. “Our 
basketball family is very excited to have him 
on the staff.” 
Prior to Morehead State, Moore coached at 
Jeffersonville High School where they finished 
23-2 in 2006 and reached the regional finals. 
Prior to 2005–06, he spent two seasons as 
an assistant coach at Bellarmine University in 
Louisville. There, he assisted with all facets of 
Assistant Coach Chris Moore
the program, including serving as head coach 
for the junior varsity squad. 
Before Bellarmine, he served one season 
on the staff at Indiana University Southeast 
where once again, he assisted in all areas. 
He helped guide IUS to a 21-13 record, a 
conference championship and a national 
tournament appearance. 
In 2000-01 and 2001–02, he was an assistant 
coach with the University of Cincinnati’s 
women’s basketball program. Cincinnati was 
49-15 in those two seasons and advanced to 
postseason play on both occasions. During his 
final year at UC, the Bearcats finished 27-5 and 
won the Conference USA title. They finished 
the season ranked in the Top 25, a first for that 
program. 
A Louisville native, Moore began 
his coaching career at Fern Creek and 
DuPont Manual high schools in the city. 
During six seasons in the Louisville high 
school ranks, he helped lead teams to two 
district championships and two regional 
championship game appearances. 
Moore was a four-year letterman at 
Kentucky State University. He earned 
Academic All-America honors in 1990-91 and 
served as team captain as a senior. 
He holds a bachelor’s degree in criminal 
justice from KSU (1991) and a master’s degree 
in sports administration from University of 
Louisville (2000). 
Moore has a son, Tráh. 
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Brendan Mullins 
joined the Wright 
State staff as director 
of basketball 
operations in July, 
2010. Before coming 
to WSU, Mullins 
served one year in 
a similar position at 
Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
“Brendan brings the 
program experience 
and knowledge of the 
Horizon League and the Midwest,” WSU 
Head Coach Billy Donlon said. “He is a fine 
young coach with background in coaching 
almost his entire life. He is very competitive 
and energetic, which are attributes that I try 
to surround myself with.” 
Before spending time at UWGB, Mullins 
was an assistant coach at Mercyhurst College 
in Pennsylvania for two seasons after an 
excellent playing career at Saint Michael’s 
College in Vermont. 
Mullins has also gained coaching 
experience as an instructor and coach on 
other levels. He served as an assistant at 
Downers Grove South High School. In 2003, 
he founded his own business, called the 
Mullins Basketball Academy, for training 
boys and girls from the ages of 9-17 in 
basketball skills. In four years, the camp 
grew to 160 participants and spread to seven 
different towns. 
Mullins received his bachelor’s degree 
in business administration from Saint 
Michael’s in 2007 and a master’s degree in 
organizational leadership from Mercyhurst 
in 2009. 
BRENDAN MULLINS
Director of Operations
First Year
Brendan Mullins
DJ WYRICK
Administrative Assistant  
First Year
DJ Wyrick
After two years as 
a graduate assistant, 
new head coach 
Billy Donlon hired 
DJ Wyrick as the 
team’s Administrative 
Assistant.
A Cincinnati, 
Ohio native, Wyrick 
received his bachelor’s 
degree in public 
administration in 
2008 from Miami 
University following a standout playing 
career at Miami’s Hamilton branch campus 
where he scored over 1,000 career points as 
the team captain.  He is currently pursuing 
a master’s degree in physical education at 
WSU and hopes to continue his career in 
coaching.
“DJ has earned this opportunity with his 
outstanding work ethic as our graduate 
assistant over the past few years,” Donlon 
said.   “He understands our program and his 
loyalty and passion is infectious.”
Wyrick oversees the day-to-day 
organization of the basketball office as well 
as the team managers, recruit mailings and 
assists with scouting.
•	 Career	Services	to	Help	Students	Prepare	for	
Academic	and	Career	Success
•	 Student	Union’s	Extensive	Recreational	Facilities
•	 Most	of	the	24	Campus	Buildings	Are	Connected	
by	a	Unique	Underground	Tunnel	System
•	 Fantastic	Campus	Living
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Wright	 State	 University’s	 recent	 slogan	 has	 been	“The	New	U”	 and	 nowhere	
does	 it	 better	 depict	 that	 phrase	 than	 the	 men’s	 basketball	 program.	WSU	
Men’s	 Basketball	 has	 brought	 a	 new,	 vibrant	 feeling	 to	 the	 entire	 campus.	
WSU	 has	 over	 19,000	 students	 and	 more	 than	 100	 majors,	 fitting	 virtually	
everyone’s	needs.		
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David	R.	Hopkins	
was	appointed	the	
sixth	president	of	
Wright	State	University	
on	July	6,	2006,	and	
assumed	the	office	on	
February	1,	2007.	Dr.	
Hopkins	had	served	as	
provost	of	Wright	State	
University	since	2003.	
As	the	university’s	chief	
academic	and	operating	
officer,	he	was	responsible	
for	overseeing	and	guiding	all	of	the	
university’s	academic	schools	and	colleges,	
and	nationally	funded	research	centers	and	
institutes.	
A	central	hallmark	of	his	tenure	at	
Wright	State	has	been	his	leadership	in	
the	implementation	of	the	university’s	
strategic	plan,	a	dynamic	and	visionary	
document	that	defines	the	university’s	role	
in	the	world	and	its	future	direction	in	the	
region	and	beyond.	By	aligning	university	
resources	and	expertise,	Dr.	Hopkins	helped	
garner	unanimous	support	and	participation	
from	faculty,	staff,	students,	and	alumni.	
Through	their	combined	efforts,	the	
university	achieved	several	milestones	and	
launched	key	initiatives	set	forth	in	the	plan,	
including	an	increase	in	student	enrollment;	
the	addition	of	several	new	degree	and	
certificate	programs;	an	increase	in	external	
funding;	increased	effort	to	recruit	and	
retain	diversity	in	the	faculty	ranks;	and	
enhanced	engagement	with	government,	
business,	and	nonprofits	to	focus	on	
emerging	areas	of	need.
PRESIDENT
Dr.	David	Hopkins
PROVOST
Steven	R.	Angle	is	
Wright	State	University’s	
provost	and	chief	
academic	officer,	
overseeing	the	colleges,	
schools,	research	centers	
and	institutes.	He	is	
also	responsible	for	the	
divisions	of	Curriculum	
and	Instruction,	
Business	and	Finance,	
Advancement,	Student	
Affairs	and	Research.
A	nationally	recognized	
researcher	in	synthetic	organic	chemistry,	
Angle,	Ph.D.,	earned	his	bachelor’s	degree	in	
chemistry	from	the	University	of	California,	
Irvine,	his	master’s	in	organic	chemistry	from	
UCLA,	and	his	doctorate	in	organic	chemistry	
from	UC-Irvine.
Angle	was	dean	of	the	College	of	Natural	
and	Agricultural	Sciences	at	the	University	
of	California,	Riverside,	before	being	named	
provost	at	Wright	State	in	2007.
Angle	is	involved	in	implementing	Wright	
State’s	campus-wide	strategic	plan.	The	five-
year	plan	defines	the	university’s	role	in	the	
world	and	its	future	direction	in	the	region	and	
beyond.
“We	want	to	be	known	and	admired	for	our	
diversity	and	have	a	transformative	impact	on	
the	lives	of	our	students	and	the	communities	
we	serve,”	Angle	says.
The	provost	has	helped	define	the	Ohio	
Centers	of	Excellence	at	Wright	State,	which	
range	from	human-centered	innovation	to	
medical	readiness.	He	is	working	to	help	them	
realize	their	potential,	saying	they	could	help	
define	Wright	State	and	have	a	huge	impact	on	
the	region.
Angle	has	also	been	responsible	for	the	
campus	budget	process	and	is	deeply	involved	
in	the	University	System	of	Ohio’s	strategic	
plan,	which	includes	converting	Wright	State	
from	quarters	to	semesters.
In	addition,	the	provost	has	ushered	in	a	
new	generation	of	leaders	at	Wright	State,	
overseeing	the	hiring	of	an	array	of	deans	and	
associate	provosts.
Developing	Wright	State’s	international	
programs	and	partnerships	has	also	been	a	key	
focus	for	the	provost.
Dr.	Steven	Angle
President	Hopkins	and	his	wife,	Angelia,	cheer	at	a	game
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Progress	has	always	been	
a	major	part	of	Bob	Grant’s	
strong	suits	through	the	
years,	and	that	has	certainly	
shown	in	his	tenure	as	Di-
rector	of	Athletics	at	Wright	
State	University	as	he	enters	
his	third	year	in	the	position.
Being	named	in	the	sum-
mer	of	2008,	the	Dayton-area	
native	and	Wright	State	
graduate	was	no	newcomer	
to	the	Raiders	as	he	has	been	
involved	in	every	aspect	of	
the	department	since	hired	as	
development	director	in	1992.	
Since	taking	the	reins,	Grant	has	focused	on	
all	aspects	of	the	department	and	grown	the	Uni-
versity’s	and	Raider	name	in	the	public	through	
initiatives	to	spotlight	the	student-athlete.		Among	
these	has	been	the	continuation	of	an	overall	cumu-
lative	GPA	of	3.0	or	better	for	24	straight	quarters,	
revamping	the	Student-Athlete	Advisory	Commit-
tee,	signing	a	deal	that	included	Nike	as	the	major	
equipment	and	uniform	supplier	and	helping	to	
create	more	national	exposure	such	as	the	men’s	
basketball	team	appearance	on	the	ESPN	platform	
a	WSU-record	five	times	in	2010-11.
This	type	of	focus	has	led	to	bigger	and	better	
exposure	that	resulted	in	upgrading	schedules	and	
a	significant	increase	in	sponsorships	and	fund-
raising.		Part	of	these	includes	a	new	cell	phone	
deal	with	Sprint,	and	tremendous	facility	improve-
ments	have	been	planned	such	turf	to	soccer	fields	
and	light	to	the	softball	stadium	and	many	more	
plans.
Success	on	the	field	has	blossomed	as	well	re-
cently	as	WSU	had	its	highest	finish	in	the	Horizon	
league’s	McCafferty	Trophy	standing	since	2003,	
men’s	basketball	recorded	its	fourth	straight	20-win	
season,	and	the	women’s	soccer	team	has	posted	
five	consecutive	10-win	campaigns.
This	success	has	led	to	coaches	being	hired	away	
to	BCS	schools	such	as	Clemson	and	Arkansas	but	
also	has	afforded	Grant	the	opportunity	to	hire	
high-caliber	head	coaches.		Through	the	years,	he	
has	had	a	hand	in	the	hiring	of	each	coach	who	pa-
trols	the	Raiders’	sideline	through	the	recent	years.
In	his	short	time	as	Director	of	Athletics	and	
under	difficult	financial	strains	and	budget	cuts,	
Grant	has	instituted	other	changes	to	improve	the	
fan	and	the	student-athlete	experience	such	as	the	
Raider	Lounge,	a	new	Kids	Zone,	“Lights	Out”	in-
troductions	for	basketballs	and	creating	the	Raider	
brand	within	the	Nutter	Center.
He	and	his	wife,	Kim,	have	a	daughter,	Jordan,	
and	a	son,	Braden.	
Dan	Abrahamowicz	
was	appointed	in	1996	
as	Wright	State’s	Vice	
President	of	Student	
Affairs.	In	this	capacity,	
he	supervises	a	variety	of	
University	departments	
that	provide	important	
services	and	programs	
for	Wright	State’s	19,000	
students.	These	include	
the	departments	of	
Admissions,	Campus	
Recreation,	Career	Services,	Disability	
Services,	Financial	Aid,	Counseling	and	
Wellness,	University	Police,	Residence	
Services,	Student	Health	Services,	Student	
Activities,	Student	Support	Services,	
the	Student	Union	and	Campus	Events,	
Student	Judicial	Services,	and	Intercollegiate	
Athletics.
Dr.	Abrahamowicz	is	a	native	of	Lorian,	
Ohio	and	a	graduate	of	Marion	L.	Steel	
High	School	(Amherst,	Ohio).	He	received	
his	Bachelor	of	Arts	degree	magna	cum	
laude	in	economics	from	Cleveland	State	
University;	the	Master	of	Arts	degree	in	
student	personnel	administration	from	The	
Ohio	State	University;	and	the	Doctor	of	
Philosophy	degree	in	counseling	and	human	
services	from	the	University	of	Toledo.
Dr.	Abrahamowicz,	his	wife	Kelly,	and	
their	daughter,	Katie,	reside	in	Beavercreek.
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICSVICE PRESIDENT
Bob	GrantDr.	Dan	Abrahamowicz
Many	 schools	 like	 to	 quote	 that	 their	 facilities	 are	 the	 best,	 but	Wright	 State	 has	 backed	 that	 statement	
up	 with	 action.	 The	 Ervin	 J.	 Nutter	 Center,	 after	 20	 years,	 sits	 on	 the	 WSU	 campus	 as	 a	 model	 for	
other	 schools.	 Its	 10,000-plus	 seats	 see	 more	 than	 200	 events	 annually,	 from	 concerts	 to	 basketball	 and	
from	 graduation	 to	 major	 banquets.	 The	 Nutter	 Center	 has	 become	 a	 hub	 of	 activity	 for	 Wright	 State	
students	 and	 the	 local	 community	 alike.	 This	 is	 further	 proof	 that	 WSU	 is	 committed	 to	 the	 best	 in	
athletic	resources.
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Opened	 in	 the	 summer	 of	 2005,	 the	 Setzer	 Pavilion/Mills	 Morgan	 Center	 not	 only	 houses	
the	 basketball	 offices	 but	 also	 a	 player	 lounge,	 film	 room,	 locker	 room	 and	 gymnasium	
available	 to	 players	 24	 hours	 a	 day.	 The	 privately-funded,	 five	 million	 dollar	 facility	
can	 boast	 of	 NBA-style	 wooden	 lockers,	 a	 state-of-the-art	 weight	 room	 and	 a	 Hall	 of	
Champions	that	sets	the	Raider	program	above	the	rest.
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Big	 cities,	 talented	 basketball	 players	 and	 competitive	
games	 are	 just	 a	 few	 things	 that	 make	 the	 Horizon	
League	 attractive	 to	 everyone.	 Three	 times	 in	 recent	
years,	 the	 Horizon	 League	 has	 sent	 three	 teams	 to	 the	
Sweet	 16	 and	 year	 in	 and	 year	 out,	 former	players	 sign	
professional	 contracts	 to	 extend	 their	 playing	 careers	
past	 college.	Great	 schools	with	great	 traditions	 can	be	
found	in	each	of	the	Horizon	League	locations.
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Recently the Horizon League has enjoyed unprecedented
success on the national stage with four teams advancing
to the Sweet 16, posting 14 wins in the NCAA Tournament. 
This run includes National Runner-up Butler in 2010. The 
League’s RPI continues to grow each year as the group  
finished 12th overall last year and has been in the nation’s  
top ten leagues throughout the past six seasons.
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2009–10 WRIGHT STATE RAIDER BASKETBALL
COMBINED TEAM STATISTICS
ALL GAMES
RECORD OVERALL HOME AWAY NEUTRAL
ALL GAMES 20-12 12-1 5-11 3-0
CONFERENCE 12-6 8-1 4-5 0-0
NON-CONFERENCE 8-6 4-0 1-6 3-0
 Total 3-Point F-throw Rebounds
## Player gp-gs min avg fg-fga fg% 3fg-fga 3fg% ft-fta ft% off def tot avg pf dq a to blk stl pts avg
44 DUGGINS, Vaughn 29-27 975 33.6 143-306 .467 49-128 .383 77-95 .811 30 61 91 3.1 41 0 85 53 4 37 412 14.2
32 BROWN, Todd 32-32 1065 33.3 142-341 .416 54-140 .386 64-87 .736 43 98 141 4.4 61 0 70 49 6 36 402 12.6
11 EVANS, N’Gai 29-28 865 29.8 93-198 .470 21-63 .333 68-93 .731 20 71 91 3.1 68 1 93 61 2 35 275 9.5
05 COOPERWOOD, Cory 32-32 766 23.9 105-226 .465 8-28 .286 79-111 .712 78 116 194 6.1 107 4 28 44 23 23 297 9.3
03 TABLER, Troy 32-9 760 23.8 86-204 .422 58-147 .395 56-63 .889 10 48 58 1.8 64 0 41 37 6 16 286 8.9
14 LAND, Cooper 24-0 398 16.6 43-102 .422 18-55 .327 29-38 .763 27 43 70 2.9 60 2 18 23 1 11 133 5.5
40 THOMAS, Ronnie 32-32 634 19.8 70-146 .479 18-52 .346 10-22 .455 29 53 82 2.6 84 3 24 26 7 11 168 5.3
04 GARDNER, John David 4-0 57 14.3 6-11 .545 2-4 .500 2-2 1.000 0 1 1 0.3 4 0 7 4 0 2 16 4.0
30 GROTE, Scott 32-0 546 17.1 36-89 .404 3-14 .214 27-46 .587 28 68 96 3.0 63 0 49 42 3 14 102 3.2
24 DARKWA, Paul 26-0 131 5.0 11-28 .393 0-0 .000 6-14 .429 12 25 37 1.4 31 0 1 11 10 0 28 1.1
34 KOCH, Tyler 16-0 58 3.6 6-14 .429 4-10 .400 1-2 .500 4 6 10 0.6 4 0 4 5 1 0 17 1.1
31 CARTHARN, Darian 27-0 170 6.3 9-27 .333 5-15 .333 4-4 1.000 0 10 10 0.4 18 1 13 13 0 5 27 1.0
 Team          43 40 83     7
 Total... 32 6425  750-1692 .443 240-656 .366 423-577 .733 324 640 964 30.1 605 11 433 375 63 190 2163 67.6
 Opponents... 32 6425  648-1488 .435 174-490 .355 480-657 .731 275 701 976 30.5 583 - 352 501 79 159 1950 60.9
TEAM STATISTICS WSU OPP Date Opponent  Score Att.
SCORING 2163 1950 11/13/09 at Washington L 69-74 8239
   Points per game 67.6 60.9 11/14/09 vs. Portland State W 75-70 8410
   Scoring margin +6.7 — 11/15/09 vs. Belmont W 82-73 8236
FIELD GOALS–ATT 750-1692 648-1488 11/24/09 CENTRAL MICHIGAN W 69-53 5588
   Field goal pct. .443 .435 11/28/09 at Northeastern L 67-70 945
3 POINT FG-ATT 240-656 174-490 12/3/09 CLEVELAND STATE* W 73-64 5376
   3-point FG pct. .366 .355 12/5/09 YOUNGSTOWN STATE* W 67-54 4072
   3-point FG made per game 7.5 5.4 12/08/09 at Toledo W 66-56 4295
FREE THROWS–ATT 423-577 480-657 12/13/09 at Miami L 55-56 1369
   Free throw pct. .733 .731 12/16/09 at Mississippi State L 69-80 4721
   F-Throws made per game 13.2 15.0 12/19/09 MARYLAND EASTERN SHORE W 87-46 4028
REBOUNDS 964 976 12/22/09 UALR W 69-47 3894
   Rebounds per game 30.1 30.4 12/28/09 SAM HOUSTON STATE W 88-48 4408
   Rebounding margin -0.4 — 12/31/09 at Loyola* L 52-53 1863
ASSISTS 433 352 1/2/10 at UIC* W 64-47 2838
   Assists per game 13.5 11.0 1/8/10 BUTLER* L 65-77 9674
TURNOVERS 375 501 1/10/10 VALPARAISO* W 59-57 4526
   Turnovers per game 11.7 15.7 1/14/10 at Green Bay* L 66-68 2793
   Turnover margin +3.9 — 1/16/10 at Milwaukee* L (ot) 61-67 3214
   Assist/turnover ratio 1.2 0.7 1/23/10 at Detroit* W 61-59 4173
STEALS 190 159 1/28/10 UIC* W 79-43 4539
   Steals per game 5.9 5.0 1/30/10 LOYOLA* W 66-48 4746
BLOCKS 63 79 2/4/10 at Valparaiso* W 75-71 2535
   Blocks per game 2.0 2.5 2/6/10 at Butler* L 62-74 8528
ATTENDANCE 68597 81652 2/11/10 MILWAUKEE* W 68-63 4976
   Home games–Avg./game 13-5277 16-4063 2/13/10 GREEN BAY* W 67-54 7923
   Neutral site–Avg./game — 3-5549 2/17/10 DETROIT* W 70-53 4847
   2/20/10 at Ohio Bobcats L 59-64 8164
Score by Periods 1st 2nd OT Totals 2/25/10 at Youngstown State* W 76-73 2167
Wright State 1059 1096 8 2163 2/27/10 at Cleveland State* L 63-68 3097
Opponents 908 1028 14 1950 3/3/09 VALPARAISO# W 68-56 3006
     3/6/10 vs. Detroit W 69-50 0
     3/9/10 at Butler L 45-70 6065
 
     * = Horizon League game
     + = San Juan Shootout   
   ^ = Bracket Buster
   # = Horizon League Tournament    
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Individual Records
Points
One game—45 by Bill Edwards vs  
  Morehead State, Dec. 12, 1992
One season—757 by Bill Edwards,  
  1992–93
Career—2,303 by Bill Edwards, 1989–93
Field Goals
One game—20 by Bill Edwards vs  
  Morehead State, Dec. 12, 1992
One season—288 by Bill Edwards,  
  1992–93
Career—861 by Bill Edwards, 1989–93
Field Goals Attempted
One game—31 by Tim Walker vs Marian,  
 Jan. 5, 1972; 31 by Bill Edwards vs   
  Cleveland State, Feb. 8, 1993
One season—556 by Bill Edwards, 1992–93
Career—1687 by Bill Edwards, 1989–93
Field-Goal Percentage
One game—100 by Bill Fogt (11-11)  
  vs Cumberland, Jan. 24, 1972;  
  by Sean Hammonds (11-11)  
  vs Ashland, Feb. 28, 1990
One season—.642 by Mike Nahar, 1992–93
Career—62.5 by Gary Monroe, 1981–83
Three-Point Field Goals
One game—9 by Marcus Mumphrey vs   
  Southern Utah State, Feb. 9, 1991; vs   
  Youngstown State, Jan. 20, 1988; and  
  vs Brooklyn, Feb. 20, 1989
One season—104 by Cain Doliboa in 2002
Career—197 by Andy Holderman, 1991–94
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted
One game—16 by Cain Doliboa, Jan. 12,   
  2002
One season—217 by Cain Doliboa, 2002
Career—487 by Marcus Mumphrey,  
  1989–91
Three-Point Field Goal Percentage
One season—54.7 by Scott Benton,  
  1989–90
Career—.479 by Cain Doliboa, 2001- 2002
Free Throws
One game—16 by Bill Edwards vs  
  Illinois-Chicago, March 9, 1993 
  16 by Thad Burton 
  UW-Green Bay, Feb. 19, 1998
One season—160 by Vernard Hollins, 2003-04
Career—475 by Vernard Hollins, 2001-04
Free Throws Attempted
One game—22 by Bill Edwards vs  
  Illinois-Chicago, March 9, 1993
One season—228 by Vernard Hollins, 2003-04
Career—783 by Vernard Hollins, 2001-04
Free-Throw Percentage
One game—100 by Eddie Crowe (12-12)  
  vs State Joseph’s, Dec. 11, 1978; Chris  
   Wampler (12-12) vs U.S. International,  
  Nov. 28, 1987; 
  Kevin Melson vs UW-Green Bay (14-14)   
 Jan. 23, 1999;Melson vsLoyola (11-11)   
 Jan. 25, 2001; Israel Sheinfeld (13-13) vs   
 Alabama A&M Nov. 28, 2000; DaShaun  
  Wood (12-12) vs. IP-FW, January 2, 
  2007; DaShaun Wood (12-12) vs. Butler, 
  February 10, 2007
One season—.890 by Jesse Deister   
  2000–2002
Career—90.4 by Andy Holderman, 1990–93
Rebounds
One game—22 by Thad Burton vs 
  Old Dominion, Nov. 18, 1997
One season—305 by Thad Burton,  
  1997–98
Career—907 by Bill Edwards, 1989–93
Assists
One game—15 byLennyLyons vs   
  Kentucky Wesleyan, Feb. 8, 1986,  
  and vs Kentucky State, Feb. 27, 1986
One season—259 byLennyLyons,  
  1985–86
Career—744 by Mark Woods, 1988–93
Steals
One game—8 by Mark Woods vs   
  Wilmington, Dec. 5, 1992
One season—109 by Mark Woods,  
  1992–93
Career—314 by Mark Woods, 1988 –93
Personal Fouls
One season—111 by Grant Marion,  
  1985–86
Career—322 by Bob Schaefer, 1975–79
Highest Scoring Average
One season—25.2 by Bill Edwards,  
  1992–93
Career—20.1 by Bill Edwards, 1989–93
Highest Rebound Average
One season—10.9 by Thad Burton,  
  1997–98 and 10.9 by Bill Fogt,  
  1971–72
Career—8.7 by Rondey Robinson,  
  1988–89
Miscellaneous
Consecutive field goals made— 
  19 by Gary Monroe, 1982–83
Consecutive free throws made— 
  47 by Jesse Deister, 2000–02
Most career games— 
  124 by Will Graham, 2006–09
Most points scored by opponents— 
  53 by Tommie Johnson,  
  Central Michigan Dec. 22, 1987
Triple Double 
  18pt., 10rb., 11a, by 
  Keion Brooks, Butler Jan. 25. 1997
  21 pt., 11rb., 10a by
  Vernard Hollins, UT-Pan Am, Jan. 14, 2004 
Team Records
Most Points
One half—80 vs State Joseph’s,  
  March 2, 1983
One game—136 vs Chicago State,  
  Jan. 6, 1993
One game, both teams— 
  241: Charleston 149,  
  Wright State 92, Feb. 18, 1985
One season—2,676 in 1985–86
Highest average—92.6 in 1990–91
Least Points
One half—14 vs. Northern Iowa,  
  Dec. 12, 1999
One game—35 vs. Northern Iowa,  
  Dec. 12, 1999
Least Points by Opponents
One half—12 vs. Norfolk State,  
  Dec. 17, 2008
One game—31 vs. UIC,  
  Jan. 24, 2009
One season—1,663 in 1973–74
Most Points by Opponents
One game—149 by Charleston,  
  Feb. 18, 1985
One season—2,357 in 1985–86
Field Goals
One game—61 by Northeastern Illinois,  
  Jan. 6, 1979
One season—1,091 in 1985–86
Field Goals Attempted
One game—99 vs Northeastern Illinois,  
  Jan. 6, 1979, and vs Wilberforce,  
  Nov. 29, 1980
One season—2,041 in 1980–81
Field-Goal Percentage
One game—76.6 (49-64) vs Otterbein,  
  Dec. 16, 1978
One season—55.3 in 1985–86
Three-Point Field Goals
One game—13 vs Chicago State,  
  March 3, 1990, at UIC, Jan. 17, 2008
One season—222 in 2001–2002
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted
One game—28 at Morehead State Dec. 7,  
   1999 & vs PVAM Dec. 20, 2001
One season—548 in 2001-2002
Three-Point Percentage
 One game––70.0% at Cleveland State, Jan. 
18, 2007; 66.7% vsLoyola (8-12), Jan. 25, 
2001
Free Throws
One game—43 vs U.S. International,  
  Nov. 28, 1987
One season—585 in 1982–83
Free Throws Attempted
One game—52 vs U.S. International,  
  Nov. 28, 1987
One season—806 in 1982–83
Free-Throw Percentage
One game—100.0 vs. UIC (12-12), Jan. 4, 
  2007; vs. Detroit (10-10), Dec. 2, 2006;  
  (10-10) vs Wilberforce, Jan. 13, 1975
One season—75.0 in 1975–76
Rebounds
One game—70 vs Clearwater Christian,  
  Jan. 14, 1978
One season—1,226 in 1975–76
Least Personal Fouls
One game—8 vs Ashland, Feb. 14, 1987
One season—364 in 1972–73
Most Personal Fouls
One game—38 vs Kentucky Wesleyan,  
  March 6, 1982
One season—602 in 1975–76
Most Assists
One game—34 vs Northeastern Illinois,  
  Jan. 6, 1979, and vs Marion,   
  Jan. 15, 1986
One season—653 in 1985–86
Miscellaneous
Largest scoring margin—15.5 in 1980–81
Most consecutive field goals— 12 vs   
  Thomas More, Dec. 15, 1981, and  
  vs Indiana Central and Gannon,  
  Jan. 6, 9, 1982
Most consecutive free throws—17 vs   
  Gannon and Bellarmine, Feb. 12, 14,   
  1983, and vs State Michael’s, Jan. 3, 1986
Largest winning margin— 
  66, WSU 129, Morehead State 63,  
  Jan. 2, 1993
Largest losing margin— 
  68: Cincinnati 120, Wright State 52,   
  Dec. 1, 1976
Most wins in one season—28 in 1982–83   
  and 1985–86
Most regular season wins—26 in 1985–86
Most defeats in one season—20 in 1996–97
Longest winning streak—22 in 1985–86
Longest regular season winning streak—23
  in 1985–86
Most league wins—13 in 2007
Fewest points allowed Division I—31 vs.  
  UIC, January 24, 2009
Most league road wins—5 in 2003–04,   
  2006–07, and 2007–08 
Longest home winning streak—41 in   
  1984–86
Longest winning streak in the P.E.   
  Building—40 in 1984–86
Longest regular season home winning   
  streak—49 in 1984–87
Longest losing streak—8 in 1997–98
Best season—.903 (28-3) in 1985–86  
RAIDER RECORDS
Andy Holderman Todd BrownVitaly Potapenko
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Career Leaders
Games Played
 1. Todd Brown 129
 2. Will Graham 124
 3. Jordan Pleiman 121
 4. DaShaun Wood 119 
  Drew Burleson 119 
 6. Steve Purcell 117
 7. Delme Herriman 115
 8. Bill Edwards 114
 9. Sean Hammonds 113
  Mark Woods 113
  Thomas Hope 113
Field Goals Made
 1. Bill Edwards 861
 2. Keion Brooks 673 
 3. Bob Schaefer 663
 4. Mark Vest 647
 5. DaShaun Wood 639
 6. Sean Hammonds 631
 7. Lyle Falknor 630
 8. Vernard Hollins 596
 9. Joe Jackson 535
  Andy Warner 535
 11. Bob Grote 532
 12. Seth Doliboa 526
 13. Todd Brown 516
Field Goals Attempted
 1. Bill Edwards 1687
 2. Keion Brooks 1563
 3. DaShaun Wood 1444
 4. Bob Schaefer 1371
 5. Vernard Hollins 1329
 6. Lyle Falknor 1260
 7. Todd Brown 1259
 8. Mark Vest 1208
 9. Seth Doliboa 1188
 10. Marcus Murphrey 1114
 11. Sean Hammonds 1087
 12. Rick Martin 1062
 13. Joe Jackson 1026
 
Field-Goal Percentage  
(min. 350 attempts)
 1.  Gary Monroe .625
 2.  Mike Nahar .603
 3.  Vitaly Potapenko .602
 4.  Grant Marion .600
 5.  Jimmie Carter .583
 6.  Rodney Benson .580 
  Brad Smith .580 
  Sean Hammonds .580
 9. Jordan Pleiman .573
 10.  Stan Hearns .570
Free Throws Made
 1. Vernard Hollins 475 
 2. Bill Edwards 460
 3. DaShaun Wood 451
 4. Keion Brooks 363 
 5. Kevin Melson 354
 6. Bob Grote 342
 7. Seth Doliboa 332
 8. Joe Jackson 317
 9. Israel Sheinfeld 315
 10. Sean Hammonds 309
Free Throws Attempted
 1.  Vernard Hollins  783 
 2. Bill Edwards  621 
 3. DaShaun Wood  572
 4. Keion Brooks  525 
 5. Sean Hammonds  511
 6.  Kevin Melson  470
 7. Seth Doliboa  464
 8. Fred Moore  441
 9. Bob Grote  429
 10. Joe Jackson  418
 11. Israel Sheinfeld  404
 12. Vitaly Potapenko  403
Free-Throw Percentage (min. 100 m)
 1.  Jesse Deister  .890
 2. Andy Holderman  .869
 3. Gary Monroe  .830
 4. Matt Horstman  .815
 5. Mike Nahar  .808
 6. Jeff Bragg  .802
 7. Andy Warner  .800
 8. Bob Grote  .797
 9. Mark Vest  .7934
 10. Scott Benton  .7932
Three-Point Field Goals Made
 1. Todd Brown  197
  Andy Holderman  197
 3. Marcus Mumphrey  179
 4. Rob Welch  169
 5. Vaughn Duggins  150
 6. Matt Horstman  146
 7. Troy Tabler  122
 8. Bill Edwards  121 
 9. DaShaun Wood  120
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted
 1. Todd Brown  503
 2. Marcus Mumphrey  487
 3. Andy Holderman  471
 4. Rob Welch  429
 5. Vaughn Duggins  401
 6. DaShaun Wood  345
 7. Bill Edwards  335
 
Three-Point Field Goal Percentage 
(minimum 100 made)
  1.  Cain Doliboa  .479
 2. Scott Benton  .457
 3. Matt Horstman  .445
 4. Lenny Lyons  .429
 5. Andy Holderman  .418
Rebounds
 1. Bill Edwards  907
 2. Sean Hammonds  828
 3. Jim Minch  784
 4. Bill Fogt  738
 5. Bob Schaefer  717
 6. Jordan Pleiman  685
 7. Vernard Hollins  597
 8. Steve Hartings  586
 9. Drew Burleson  576
 10. DaShaun Wood  563
 11. Seth Doliboa  562
 12. Thomas Hope  557 
 13. Bob Grote  551
 14. Steve Purcell  534
 15. Todd Brown  529
 16. Kevin Melson  527
 17. Delme Herriman  524
 18. Fred Moore  510
Rebound Average
 1. Rondey Robinson  8.7
 2. Jim Minch  8.5
 3. Bill Fogt  8.1
 4. Bill Edwards  8.0
 5. Roman Welch  7.4
 6. Rodney Benson  7.3
 7. Sean Hammonds  7.1
 8. Vitaly Potapenko  6.9
 9. Curt Shellabarger  6.8
 10. Kevin Melson  6.7
Personal Fouls
 1. Jordan Pleiman  348
 2. Thomas Hope  342
 3. Bob Schaefer  332
 4. Steve Hartings  330
 5. Sean Hammonds  295
  Rick Martin  295
 7. Scott Benton  285
 8. Steve Purcell  282
 9. Bob Grote  274
 10. Fred Moore  272
Assists
 1. Mark Woods  744
 2. LennyLyons  571
 3. Vernard Hollins  472
 4. DaShaun Wood  451
 4. Eddie Crowe  437
 5.  Keion Brooks  400 
 6. Rick Martin  352
 7. DaShaun Wood  330 
  Will Graham  330
 9. Bill Wilson  323
 10. Mike Grote  307
Scoring Average
 1. Bill Edwards  20.1
 2. Vitaly Potapenko  19.9
 3. Rodney Benson  18.7
 4. Mark Vest  17.7
 5. Keion Brooks  16.2 
 6. Roman Welch  16.5
  7.  Kevin Melson  16.0
 8. Gary Monroe  15.7
 9. Bob Schaefer  15.1
 10. Rondey Robinson  14.9
Turnovers
 1. Mark Woods  386
 2. Vernard Hollins 350
 3. DaShaun Wood 319
 4. Tim Walker 315
 5. Delme Herriman  297
  Keion Brooks  297
 7. Joe Jackson 275
 8. Sean Hammonds  263
 9. Marcus Murphrey  244
 10. LennyLyons  243
 11. Jim Minch  242
Blocked Shots
 1. James Jones  99
 2. Dave Dinn  90
 3.  Bruno Petersons  84
 4. Mike Nahar  83
 5. Bill Edwards  80
 6. Seth Doliboa  79 
 7. Fred Moore  76
 8. Steve Hartings  75
 9. Kevin Melson  72
 10. Rodney Benson  68
 
Steals
 1. Mark Woods  314
 2. Rick Martin  261
 3. Bob Grote  228
 4. Bill Fogt  223
 5. DaShaun Wood  208
 6. Keion Brooks  200
 7. Joe Jackson  195
 8. Tim Walker  191
 9. Lenny Lyons  173
 10. Bill Edwards  155
 11. Sean Hammonds  151
Minutes Played
 1. DaShaun Wood  4241
 2. Todd Brown  3900
 3. Vernard Hollins  3887 
 4. Bill Edwards  3635
 5. Keion Brooks  3629
 6. Drew Burleson  3564
 7. Vaughn Duggins  3268
 8. Eddie Crowe  3200
 9. Will Graham  3181
 10. Delme Herriman  3157
 11. Joe Jackson  3152
 12. Thomas Hope  3096
 13.  Sean Hammonds  3072
 
Single Season Leaders
Field Goals Made
Player Number Year
 1. Bill Edwards 288 1993
 2. Rodney Benson 266 1981
 3. Brad Smith 247 1989
 4. Stan Hearns 235 1982
 5. Gary Monroe 231 1983
 6. DaShaun Wood 223 2007
 7. Mark Vest 223 1985
 8. Andy Warner 220 1986
 9. Seth Doliboa 217 2003
 10. Roman Welch 215 1980
 11. Mark Vest 214 1986
Field Goals Attempted
Player Number Year
 1. Bill Edwards 556 1993
 2. DaShaun Wood 513 2007
 3. Keion Brooks 494 1999
 4. Seth Doliboa 486 2003
 5. Rodney Benson 442 1981
 6. Brad Smith 426 1989
 7. Bill Edwards 424 1992
 8. Mark Vest 413 1985
 10. Stan Hearns 412 1982
  Vernard Hollins 412 2003
Thad Burton Cain DoliboaKeion Brooks
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Field-Goal Percentage
Player Number Year
 1. Mike Nahar .642 1993
 2. Jeff Unverferth .639 1992
 3. Grant Marion .638 1986 
 4. Gary Monroe .631 1983
 5. Drew Burleson .625 2004 
 6. Gary Monroe .614 1982
 7. Jimmie Carter .613 1979
 8. Sean Hammonds .608 1990
 9. Vitaly Potapenko .604 1996
 10. Andy Warner .603 1985
Free Throws Made
Player Number Year
 1. Vernard Hollins 160 2003
 2. Vitaly Potapenko 151 1995
 3. DaShaun Wood 150 2006
 4.  Israel Sheinfeld 147 2000
 5. Mike Nahar 143 1994
  DaShaun Wood 143 2007 
 7. Israel Sheinfeld 142 2001
 8. Vitaly Potapenko 141 1996 
  9. Bill Edwards 138 1993
 10. Gary Monroe 137 1983 
 11. Bill Edwards 132 1992 
  Vernard Hollins 132 2004
 
Free Throws Attempted
Player Number Year
 1. Vernard Hollins 228 2003
 2. Brad Smith 208 1989
  Vernard Hollins 208 2004
 3. Vitaly Potapenko 206 1995
 4. Vitaly Potapenko 197 1996
  5. Israel Sheinfeld 190 2000
 6. Fred Moore 189 1984
 7. Vernard Hollins 186 2002
 8. DaShaun Wood 188 2006
 9. Bill Edwards 185 1992
 10.  Seth Doliboa 179 2002
Free-Throw Percentage
Player Number Year
 1. Jesse Deister .949 2001
 2. Andy Holderman .912 1993
 3. Cain Doliboa .909 2002
 4. DaShaun Wood .883 2007
 5. Keith Miller .859 1981
 6. Bob Grote .854 1976
 7. Andy Warner .852 1985
  8.  Jesse Deister .849 2002
 9. Chris Wampler .845 1988
 10. Andy Holderman .8352 1994
Three-Point Field Goals Made
Player Number Year
  1.  Cain Doliboa 104 2002
  2. Andy Holderman 82 1994
 3. Andy Holderman 81 1993
 4. Rob Welch 75 1995
 5. Marcus Mumphrey 68 1991
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted
Player Number Year
 1. Cain Doliboa 217 2002
 2. Andy Holderman 198 1994
 3. Seth Doliboa 176 2003
 4. Andy Holderman 177 1993
 5. Marcus Mumphrey 174 1991
Three-Point Field Goal Percentage 
(minimum one made/game played by team)
Player Number Year
 1. Scott Benton .547 1990
 2.  Matt Horstman .489 1988
 3. Cain Doliboa .479 2002
 4.  Chris Wampler .472 1989
 5. Andy Holderman .458 1993
Rebounds
Player Number Year
 1. Thad Burton 305 1998
 2. Rondey Robinson 299 1989
 3. Bill Edwards 289 1993
 4. Brad Smith 266 1989
 5. Gary Monroe 240 1983
 6. Sean Hammonds 234 1994
  Grant Marion 234 1986
 8. Rodney Benson 229 1981
 9. Roman Welch 225 1980
  Bill Edwards 225 1992
Rebound Average
Player Number Year
 1. Bill Fogt 10.9 1972
 2. Thad Burton 10.89 1998
 3. Rondey Robinson 10.7 1989
 4. Jim Minch 10.0 1973
 5. Bill Edwards 9.6 1993
 6. Brad Smith 9.5 1989
 7. Jim Thacker 9.0 1971
 8. Jim Minch 8.9 1974
 9. Bill Fogt 8.4 1971
 10. Roman Welch 8.3 1980
Personal Fouls
Player Number Year
 1. Grant Marion 111 1986
 2. Vitaly Potapenko 110 1995
 3. Gary Monroe 100 1983
 4. Fred Moore 99 1983
 5. Fred Moore 97 1984
  Vitaly Potapenko 97 1996 
  Jordan Pleiman 97 2007
 8. Vernard Hollins 94 2004
  Cory Cooperwood 94 2009
 9. Brad Smith 93 1989
  Thomas Hope 93 2000 
  Scottie Wilson 93 2007
Assists
Player Number Year
 1. LennyLyons 259 1986
 2. Mark Woods 253 1993
 3. Mark Woods 206 1991
 4. LennyLyons 199 1987
 5. Corey Brown 163 1988
 6. Mark Woods 156 1989
 7. Tyrell Cromwell 147 1990
 8. Anthony Bias 136 1982
 9. Bill Wilson 133 1980
 10. DaShaun Wood 131 2006 
  DaShaun Wood 131 2007t
Points
Player Number Year
 1. Bill Edwards 757 1993
 2. DaShaun Wood 648 2007
 3. Seth Doliboa 625 2003
 4. Rodney Benson 612 1981
 5. Brad Smith 608 1989
 6. Gary Monroe 599 1983
 7. Bill Edwards 586 1992
 8. Vitaly Potapenko 575 1995
 9. Keion Brooks 559 1999 
 10. Vernard Hollins 557 2003
Scoring Average
Player Number Year
 1. Bill Edwards 25.2 1993
 2. Seth Doliboa 22.3 2003
 3. Rodney Benson 21.9 1981
 4. Brad Smith 21.7 1989
 5. Bill Edwards 20.9 1992
  6. Keion Brooks 20.70 1999
 7. Vitaly Potapenko 20.69 1996
 8. Vernard Hollins 19.9 2003
 9. DaShaun Wood 19.6 2007
 10. Fred Moore 19.5 1984 
 11. Vitaly Potapenko 19.2 1995
Turnovers
Player Number Year
 1. Vitaly Potapenko 133 1995
 2. Tim Walker 122 1972
 3. Mark Woods 115 1993
 4. Keion Brooks 107 1998
  Mark Woods 107 1991
 6. Marcus May 105 1999 
 7. Gary Monroe 106 1983
 8. Vitaly Potapenko 102 1996
  Mark Woods 102 1989
 10. Tim Walker 99 1973
  Keion Brooks 98 1999
Blocked Shots
Player Number Year
 1. James Jones 51 1987
 2. Rodney Benson 40 1981
  Mike Nahar 40 1994
 4. Vitaly Potapenko 39 1995
  Bruno Petersons 39 2001
 6. Inus Norville 35 1999 
 7. Fred Moore 33 1984
  Seth Doliboa 33 2003
 9. Fred Moore 32 1983
  Dave Dinn 32 1987
  Dave Dinn 32 1988
Steals
Player Number Year
 1. Mark Woods 109 1993
 2. Rick Martin 103 1975
 3. Bob Grote 99 1975 
 4. Rick Martin 94 1974
 5. Dave Magill 88 1971
 6. Mark Donahue 85 1971
 7. Mark Woods 81 1991
 8. Bob Grote 78 1974
 9. Joe Jackson 76 1987
  Mark Woods 76 1989
Minutes Played
Player Number Year
 1. DaShaun Wood 1,195 2007
 2. Vaughn Duggins 1,078 2007
 3. Vaughn Duggins 1,074 2008
  Todd Brown 1,074 2008
 5. Bill Edwards 1,068 1993
 6. Mark Vest 1,029 1986
 7. Vernard Hollins 1,026 2003
 8. DaShaun Wood 1,024 2005
 9. Gary Monroe 1,012 1983
 10. Seth Doliboa 1,005 2003
 11. Mark Woods 1,001 1993
 
Senior Scoring
Player Games Pts.
 1. Bill Edwards 30 757
 2. DaShaun Wood 33 648
 3. Rodney Benson 28 612
 4. Brad Smith 28 608
 5. Gary Monroe 32 599
Junior Scoring
Player Games Pts.
 1. Seth Doliboa 28 625
 2. Bill Edwards 28 586
 3. Vernard Hollins 28 557
 4. Vitaly Potapenko 26 538
 5. Mark Vest 29 535
Sophomore Scoring
Player Games Pts.
 1. Vitaly Potapenko 30 575
 2. Bill Edwards 28 528
 3. Mark Vest 28 509
  4. Israel Sheinfeld 28 476
 5. Bob Schaefer 27 456
  DaShaun Wood 27 456
Freshman Scoring
Player Games Pts.
 1. Bill Edwards 28 432
 2. Dave Magill 25 420
 3. Sean Hammonds 28 397
 4. Bob Schaefer 28 338
 5. Keion Brooks 27 335
Bob GroteVernard Hollins Will Graham
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Most Valuable Player
70–71 Mark Donahue
71–72 Bill Fogt
72–73 Jim Minch
73–74 Jim Minch
74–75 Bob Grote,  
 Lyle Falknor
75–76 Bob Grote,  
 Rick Martin
76–77 Bob Schaefer
77–78 Bob Schaefer
78–79 Bob Schaefer
79–80 Rodney Benson, 
 Roman Welch
80–81 Rodney Benson
81–82 Stan Hearns
82–83 Gary Monroe
83–84 Fred Moore
84–85 Mark Vest
85–86 Andy Warner,  
 Mark Vest
86–87 LennyLyons,  
 Joe Jackson
87–88 Joe Jackson
88–89 Rondey Robinson,  
 Brad Smith
89–90 Bill Edwards
90–91 Bill Edwards,  
 Mark Woods
91–92 Bill Edwards
92–93 Bill Edwards,  
 Mark Woods
93–94 Mike Nahar
94–95 Vitaly Potapenko
95–96  Vitaly Potapenko
96–97 Keion Brooks
97–02 None 
02–03 Seth Doliboa 
03–04 Vernard Hollins
04–05 DaShaun Wood
 Zach Williams
05–06 DaShaun Wood
06–07 DaShaun Wood
07–08 Vaughn Duggins
08-09 Todd Brown
09–10 Vaughn Duggins
Raider Award
70–71 Bill Fogt
71–72 Bill Fogt
72–73 Rick Martin
73–74 Rick Martin
74–75 Rick Martin
75–76 Lyle Falknor
76–77 Bob Cook
77–78 Joe Fitzpatrick
78–79 Bob Cook
79–80 Eddie Crowe,  
 Steve Hartings
80–81 Steve Hartings
81–82 T. C. Johnson
82–83 T. C. Johnson,  
 Steve Purcell
83–84 Steve Purcell
84–85 Rodney Webb
85–86 Joe Jackson
86–87 Dave Dinn
87–88 Rondey Robinson
88–89 Chris Wampler
89–90 Chris Wampler
90–91 Sean Hammonds
91–92 Rob Haucke
92–93 Jeff Unverferth
93–94 Delme Herriman
94–95 Delme Herriman
95–96 Delme Herriman
96–97 Rob Welch
97–98 Steno Kos
98–99 Bruno Petersons
99–00 Bruno Petersons
00–01 Tyson Freeman 
01–02 Tyson Freeman 
02–03 Tyson Freeman 
03–04 Vova Severovas
04–05 Drew Burleson
05–06 Jaron Taylor 
06–07 Drew Burleson 
07–08 Scottie Wilson
08-09 Cory Cooperwood
09–10 Cory Cooperwood
All-American Division II
1976 Bob Grote
1981 Rodney Benson
1981 Roman Welch
1983 Gary Monroe
1984 Fred Moore
1985 Andy Warner
1986 Grant Marion
1986 Mark Vest
Academic All-American
1986 Mark Vest
Mid-Continent All-Conference
1992 Bill Edwards
1993 Bill Edwards 
 Mark Woods 
1994 Mike Nahar
Player of the Year
1993 Bill Edwards 
MCC/Horizon League  
All-Conference
1995 Vitaly Potapenko
1996 Vitaly Potapenko
1997 Keion Brooks
1998 Keion Brooks (2tm)
1999 Keion Brooks
 Kevin Melson (2tm)
2000 Kevin Melson
 Israel Sheinfeld
2001 Kevin Melson
 Israel Sheinfeld (2tm)
2002 Cain Doliboa (2tm)
Awards
 Seth Doliboa (2tm) 
2003 Seth Doliboa
2004 Seth Doliboa
 Vernard Hollins (2tm)
2005 DaShaun Wood (2tm)
2006 DaShaun Wood (1st)
2007 DaShaun Wood (1st) 
2008 Vaughn Duggins (1st)
2009 Todd Brown (2nd)
2010 Vaughn Duggins (2nd)
Newcomer Team
1995 Vitaly Potapenko*
1996 Keion Brooks
1997 John Sivesind
1999 Kevin Melson*   
 Marcus May
2001 Jesse Deister*
2002 Cain Doliboa*
 Seth Doliboa
2004 DaShaun Wood
2005 Zach Williams 
2007 Todd Brown 
 Vaughn Duggins
Coach of the Year
2004 Paul Biancardi 
2008 Brad Brownell (co)
Player of the Year
2007 DaShaun Wood
AP Honorable Mention  
All-American
2007 DaShaun Wood
*Newcomer of the Year
Leading Scorers by Season
Year Player-Pos G FG FT TP Avg.
70–71 Dave Magill, G 25 173 74 420 16.8
71–72 Tim Walker, G 23 147 100 394 17.1
72–73 Lyle Falknor, F 21 145 41 331 15.7
73–74 Bob Grote, G 25 144 69 357 14.2
74–75 Bob Grote, G 25 160 108 428 17.1
75–76 Bob Grote, G 28 175 129 479 17.1
76–77 Bob Schaefer, F 27 191 74 456 16.9
77–78 Bob Schaefer, F 27 187 99 473 17.5
78–79 Bob Schaefer, F 26 147 73 367 14.1
79–80 Roman Welch, F 27 215 54 484 17.9
80–81 Rodney Benson, F 28 266 80 612 21.9
81–82 Stan Hearns, F 29 235 46 516 17.8
82–83 Gary Monroe, F 32 231 137 599 18.7
83–84 Fred Moore, C 28 211 125 547 19.5
84–85 Mark Vest, F 29 223 89 535 18.4
85–86 Andy Warner, F 29 220 77 517 17.8
86–87 Joe Jackson, G 28 184 94 462 16.5
87–88 Joe Jackson, G 27 160 109 429 15.9
Leading Rebounders by Season
Year Player-Position G   Reb. Avg.
70–71 Jim Thacker, F 25 224 8.9
71–72 Bill Fogt, F 20 218 10.0
72–73 Jim Minch, C 22 221 10.0
73–74 Jim Minch, C         25  222  8.9
74–75 Bob Grote, G 25 127 5.1
75–76 Bob Schaefer, F 28 210 7.5
76–77 Curt Shellabarger, C 27 210 7.8
77–78 Bob Schaefer, F 27 190 7.0
78–79 Jimmie Carter, F 28 150 5.4
79–80 Roman Welch, F 27 225 8.3
80–81 Rodney Benson, F 28 229 8.2
81–82 Gary Monroe, F 28 148 5.3
82–83 Gary Monroe, F 32 240 7.5
83–84 Fred Moore, C 28 209 7.5 
 Steve Purcell, F 28 209 7.5
84–85 Mark Vest, F 29 173 6.0
85–86 Grant Marion, C 31 234 7.5
86–87 James Jones, F 28 181 6.5
87–88 Rondey Robinson, F-C 25 163 6.5
88–89 Brad Smith, F 28 247 114 608 21.7
89–90 Bill Edwards, F 28 165 80 432 15.4
90–91 Bill Edwards, F 28 202 110 528 18.9
91–92 Bill Edwards, F 28 206 132 586 20.9
92–93 Bill Edwards, F 30 288 556 757 25.2
93–94 Mike Nahar, C 30 160 143 463 15.4
94–95  Vitaly Potapenko, C 30 212 151 575 19.2
95–96  Vitaly Potapenko, C 26 198 141 538 20.7
96–97 Keion Brooks, G 27 160 66 393 14.6
97–98 Keion Brooks, G 28 181 100 479 17.1
98–99  Keion Brooks, G  27 208  117 559 20.7
99–00  Kevin Melson, F   22 137 120 410 18.6
00–01 Kevin Melson, F 29 147 130 435 15.0
01–02 Cain Doliboa, F 28 143 104 470 16.8
02–03 Seth Doliboa, F 28 217 124 625 22.3 
03–04 Vernard Hollins, G 28 153 132 456 16.3
04–05 DaShaun Wood, G 30 163 105 456 15.2
05–06 DaShaun Wood, G 28 165 150 502 17.9
06–07 DaShaun Wood, G 33 223 143 648 19.6 
07–08 Vaughn Duggins, G 31 145 81 429 13.8
08-09 Todd Brown, G 33 127 80 387 11.7
09–10 Vaughn Duggins, G 29 143 77 412 14.2
88–89 Rondey Robinson, F-C 28 299 10.7
89–90 Sean Hammonds, F 28 199 7.1
90–91 Bill Edwards, F 28 201 7.2
91–92 Bill Edwards, F 28 225 8.0
92–93 Bill Edwards, F  30 289 9.6 
93–94 Sean Hammonds, F 30 234 7.8
94–95 Vitaly Potapenko, C 30 193 6.4
95–96 Vitaly Potapenko, C 26 193 7.4
96–97 Keion Brooks, G 27 127 4.7
97–98 Thad Burton, C 28 305 10.9
98–99  Kevin Melson, F 27 182 6.7
99–00  Israel Sheinfeld, C 28 215 7.7
00–01 Kevin Melson, F 29 185 6.4
01–02 Seth Doliboa, F 28 196 7.0
02–03 Seth Doliboa, F 28 211 7.5
03–04 Seth Doliboa, F 28 207 7.4
04–05 Zach Williams, F 30 179 6.0
05–06 Jordan Pleiman, C 28 188 6.7
06–07 Drew Burleson, F 31 191 5.8
07–08 Jordan Pleiman, C 31 181 6.1
08-09 Cory Cooperwood, F 33 178 5.4
09–10 Cory Cooperwood, F 29 194 6.1
Seth Doliboa Mark WoodsGrant Marion
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SERIES RECORD
Opponent Won Lost Donlon
Adrian          1       0
Alabama A&M 1 0
Akron 9  12
Alabama State  1  0
Alderson Broaddus  1  0
American of Puerto Rico  0  1
Aquinas  0  1
Arkansas-Little Rock 2 0 
Arizona 0 1
Armstrong State  4  0
Ashland  9  1
Ball State 1 5
Bellarmine 12  7 
Belmont 3 1 
Berea  2  2
Bethune Cookman  1  1
Bloomsburg State  1  0
Bluffton  1  0
Bowling Green  5  6 
Bradley 0 2 
Brooklyn  4  0
Brown 2 0
Buffalo  1  0
Butler 15 23 0-0
Cal State-Bakersfield  1  0
Cal State-Fullerton 2 0 
Campbellsville  2   0
Capital  1  0
Cedarville  4  2
Central Connecticut State  2  0
Central Michigan  4  6 0-0
Central State 15  7
Chapman  1  0
Charleston (WV)  2  2
Chattanooga 1 0 
Cheyney  0  3
Chicago State  9  2 
Cincinnati  0  6 0-0
Clearwater Christian  1  0
Cleveland State  27 25 0-0
Coastal Carolina  1  2 
Cumberland  4  4
Davis and Elkins  1  0
Dayton 3 5
Defiance  0  1
Delaware State  1  0
Denison  1  0
Detroit 20 19 0-0
Denver 1 1
District of Columbia  3  2
Drake  0  1
Earlham  1  1
East Tennessee State  0  1
Eastern Illinois  7 10
Eastern Kentucky 5  2
Eastern Montana  1  0
Edinboro  2  1
Elmhurst  2  0
Evansville  0  1
Fairleigh Dickinson 0 2
Findlay  0  2
Florida Southern  0  1
Franklin  8  0
Gannon  2  0
George Mason  0  1
Georgia Southern  1  0
Grace  1  0
Grand Valley State  1  1
Greeneville 1 0
Harris-Stowe  1  0
Heidelberg  3  1
Opponent Won Lost Donlon
High Point 2 0
Howard   3  0
Illinois-Chicago 19 21 0-0
Illinois Tech  2  0
Illinois State 0 2 
Indiana  0  1 0-0
Indiana Southeast  2  1
Indiana Tech  1  0
Indianapolis 16  2
IP-Fort Wayne  9  3 
IUPUI  9  2
John Carroll  1  0
Kent State  1  2
Kentucky  0  3
Kentucky State  5   2
Kentucky Wesleyan  9  7
Kenyon  4  2
Lake Superior  1  0
La Salle 0 2
Lewis  2  2
Liberty  2  0
Louisville  0  3
LSU 0 1 
Loyola 18 15 0-0
Malone  2  0
Manchester  1  0
Manhattan 1 2
Marian  5  2
Marietta  2  0
Marion  2  0
Marist 1 1 
Marshall 1 1 
Marycrest  2  0
Maryland-Baltimore County  2  1
Maryland-Eastern Shore  2  1 
Miami (OH)  8 17 
Michigan State 1 2
Michigan-Dearborn  4  0
Middle Tennessee State  1  1
Mississippi Valley State 1 0 
Missouri-Kansas City  2  0
Missouri-St. Louis  4  1
Morehead State  4  6
Morgan State 1 0
Mount St. Mary’s  0  1
Murray State  2  0 
New York Tech  1  0
Norfolk State 1 0 
North Dakota  0  1
Northeastern 2 2 
Northeastern Illinois  9  1
Northeast Louisiana  1  1
Northern Iowa 0 2
Northern Illinois  8  11
Northern Kentucky 19  7
Northern Michigan  1  1
Northwood  0  2 0-0
Oakland  3  2 0-0
Oakland City  1  0
Ohio  2  7
Ohio Northern  3  1
Ohio State  0  2
Old Dominion 1 1
Oral Roberts 1 0 
Otterbein  5  3
Pace  1  1
Pacific  0  1
Pittsburgh 0 3 
Point Park  0  1
Portland State  1 0 
Prairie View A&M  9  0
Opponent Won Lost Donlon
Presbyterian 1 0 
Principia  0  1
Queens  2  0
Quincy  1  0 
Rice  0  2
Rio Grande  4  1
Roanoke  1  0
Robert Morris  2  0
Rollins  0  2
Roosevelt  1  0
Rose-Hulman  4  1
Sacred Heart 1 0
Samford 1 0 
Sam Houston State 1 1 
Santa Clara 1 1
St. Bonaventure  2  2 
St. Francis (IL)  2  0
St. Francis (NY)  3  0
St. Francis (PA) 2 0
St. John’s  0  1
St. Joseph’s (IN)  8  4
St. Joseph’s (PA)  0  1
St. Leo    1  0
St. Mary’s (CA) 1 1
St. Michael’s  1  0
Siena Heights  2  0
Slippery Rock  0  3
South Alabama  2  1
South Florida 2 1 
S. Illinois-Carbondale 0 2 0-0
S. Illinois-Edwardsville  6  1
Southern Indiana  5   1
Southern Utah  4  1
Spring Arbor  6  0
Spring Hill  1  0
Stephen F. Austin        1  0
Stetson  0  3
Taylor  0  2
Tennessee State  4  0
Texas-Pan American 4 2
Texas Southern  1  1
Thomas More 11  3
Tiffin  3  0
Toledo  5  5 
Transylvania  3  2
Tulsa 1 0
Urbana  3  0
U.S. International  4  0
UW-Green Bay 20  21 0-0
UW-Milwaukee 18 22 0-0
Valparaiso  8  5 0-0
Vermont  1  0
Virginia Commonwealth  0  2
Virginia Tech 0 2
Wake Forest 0 1 
Walsh  2  0
Washington 0 1 
Wayne State  3  0
West Virginia State  1  0
West Virginia Wesleyan  1  0
Western Illinois  7  2
Western Michigan 1 1
Wilberforce 10   2
Wilmington  9 2
Wisconsin 0 2
Wisconsin-Oshkosh  1  0
Wisconsin-Parkside  0  1
Wittenberg  0  1
Wooster  1  0
Xavier  2  3
Youngstown State 33 7  0-0
TOTALS  674 455 
Bold type indicates Wright State’s 2010–2011 opponents.
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Player  Rebounds
 1. Bill Edwards (1989–93) 907
 2. Sean Hammonds (1989–94) 828
3. Jim Minch (1971–74) 784
4. Bill Fogt (1971–74) 738
5. Bob Schaefer (1976–79) 717
6. Jordan Pleiman (2004–08) 685
7. Vernard Hollins (2001–04) 597
8. Steve Hartings (1978–81) 586
9. Drew Burleson (2003–07) 576
10. DaShaun Wood (2003–07) 563
11. Seth Doliboa (2002–04) 562
12. Thomas Hope (2000–03) 557
13. Bob Grote (1982–84) 551
14. Steve Purcell (1981–84) 534
15. Todd Brown (2006–10) 529
16. Kevin Melson (1999–01) 527
17. Delme Herriman (1993–96) 524
18. Fred Moore (1982–84) 510
500 REBOUND CLUB
Bill Edwards
Bill Fogt
Jordan Pleiman
Sean Hammonds
Jim Minch
Bob Schaefer
Fred Moore
Vernard Hollins
Delme Herriman
Seth Doliboa
Kevin Melson
DaShaun Wood
Steve Purcell
Drew Burleson
Bob Grote
Steve Hartings
Todd Brown
Thomas Hope
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  Player Games Fr. So. Jr. Sr. Total
 1. Bill Edwards (1990–93) 114 432 528 586 757 2303
 2. DaShaun Wood (2003–07) 119 243 456 502 648 1849
 3. Keion Brooks (1995–99) 110 335 393 479 559 1766
 4. Vernard Hollins (2001–04) 84 279 408 557 456 1700
 5. Bob Schaefer (1976–79) 108 338 456 473 367 1634
 6. Sean Hammonds (1990–94) 113 397 361 343 472* 1573
 7. Mark Vest (1984–86) 88 DNP 509 535 515 1559
 8. Seth Doliboa (2002–04) 55 DNP 441 625 420 1486
 9. Todd Brown (2006-10) 129 285 395 387 402 1469
 10. Marcus Mumphrey (1989–91) 111 241 427 466 331 1465
 11. Lyle Falknor (1973–76) 99 331 272 417 398 1418
 12. Bob Grote (1973–76) 99 142 357 428 479 1406
 13. Joe Jackson (1985–88) 113 181 316 462 429 1388
 14. Fred Moore (1982–84) 89 DNP 287 463 547 1297
 15. Andy Warner (1982–86) 112 128 275 350* 517 1270
 16. Kevin Melson (1998–01) 78 DNP 395 410 435 1240
 17. Mark Woods (1989–93) 113 270 197 336 413 1216
 18. Vaughn Duggins (2006–10) 97 296 476* 412 TBA 1184 
 19. Rick Martin (1973–76) 99 240 291 331 320 1182
 20. Drew Burleson (2003–07) 119 213 330 350 283 1176 
 21. Vitaly Potapenko (1994–96) 56 DNP 575 538 DNP 1113 
 22. Eddie Crowe (1978–81) 107 225 317 255 315 1112
 23. Bill Fogt (1971–74) 91 296 277 221 311 1105
 24. Mike Nahar (1990–94) 102 8 123 486 463 1080 
 25. Rodney Benson (1980–81) 56 DNP DNP 436 612 1048
 26. Bill Wilson (1977–80) 109 139 297 288 316 1040
 27. Israel Sheinfeld (1998–01) 84 109 476 427 DNP 1012
 28. Tim Walker (1972–74) 84 55 394 302 258 1009
  *includes statistics from redshirt season.
1,000 POINT CLUB
Bill Edwards Keion Brooks Vernard Hollins Bob SchaeferDaShaun Wood
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1,000 POINT CLUB
Mark Vest Seth Doliboa Marcus Mumphrey
Vaughn DugginsMark Woods
Bob Grote
Rick Martin
Joe Jackson
Drew Burleson
Fred Moore
Vitaly Potapenko
Andy Warner
Eddie Crowe
Kevin Melson
Bill Fogt
Lyle Falknor
Todd BrownSean Hammonds
Mike Nahar Rodney Benson Bill Wilson Israel Sheinfeld Tim Walker
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RAIDER HEAD COACHES
Year Record League Record Head Coach
1970–71 7-17 N/A John Ross 
1971–72 9-14 N/A John Ross 
1972–73 17-5 N/A John Ross 
1973–74 17-8 N/A John Ross 
1974–75 15-10 N/A John Ross
1975–76 20-8 N/A Marcus Jackson 
1976–77 11-16 N/A Marcus Jackson 
1977–78 14-13 N/A Marcus Jackson
1978–79 20-8 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1979–80 25-3 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1980–81 25-4 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1981–82 22-7 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1982–83 28-4 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1983–84 19-9 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1984–85 22-7 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1985–86 28-3 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1986–87 20-8 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1987–88 16-11 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1988–89 17-11 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1989–90 21-7 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1990–91 19-9 N/A Ralph Underhill 
1991–92 15-13 9-7 Ralph Underhill 
1992–93 20-10 10-6 Ralph Underhill 
1993–94 12-18 9-9 Ralph Underhill 
1994–95 13-17 6-8 Ralph Underhill 
1995–96 14-13 8-8 Ralph Underhill
1996–97 7-20 5-11 Jim Brown
1997–98 10-18 3-11 Ed Schilling 
1998–99 9-18 4-10 Ed Schilling 
1999–00 11-17 6-8 Ed Schilling 
2000–01 18-11 8-6 Ed Schilling 
2001–02 17-11 9-7 Ed Schilling 
2002–03 10-18 4-12 Ed Schilling
2003–04 14-14 10-6 Paul Biancardi 
2004–05 15-15 8-8 Paul Biancardi 
2005–06 13-15 8-8 Paul Biancardi
2006–07 23-10 13-3 Brad Brownell 
2007–08 21-10 13-5 Brad Brownell 
2008–09 20-13 12-6 Brad Brownell 
2009–10 20-12 12-6 Brad Brownell
Totals 674-455 157-145  40 years 
 .596 .519
John Ross
Marcus Jackson
Ralph Underhill
Paul BiancardiEd SchillingJim Brown Brad Brownell
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A
Malcolm Andrews/ 02, 03
B
Theron Barbour/81, 82, 84, 85
Phil Benninger/83
Rodney Benson/80, 81
Scott Benton/88, 89, 90, 91
Anthony Bias/82, 83
Joe Bills/00, 01, 02, 03
Scott Blair/91, 92, 93, 94
Mike Boan/09
Dave Bockhorn/78
Zakee Boyd/04, 05
Joe Bozeman/04
Jeff Bragg/78, 79, 80, 81
Lincoln Bramlag/92
Quincy Brann/94, 95
Dan Brinkman/75
Anthony Brown/96, 97
Keion Brooks/96, 97, 98, 99
Corey Brown/87, 88
Todd Brown/07, 08, 09, 10
Drew Burleson/04, 05, 06, 07
Thad Burton/95, 96, 97, 98
Braden Bushman/01, 02, 03, 04
C
Jimmie Carter/78, 79
Darian Cartharn/10
Terrance Cast/96
Mark Cheli/73
Fred Clark/71, 72
Sterling Collins/94
Mike Conner/94, 95, 96, 97
Guy Conners/77
Bob Cook/77, 78, 79
Cory Cooperwood/09, 10
James Craft/06
Tyrell Cromwell/90
Greg Cross/71
Eddie Crowe/78, 79, 80, 81
Jim Cunningham/74, 75
Sherman Curry/98, 99
D
Paul Darkwa/10
Jesse Deister/01, 02
Dave Dinn/87, 88, 90, 91
Michael Doles/01
Cain Doliboa/02
Seth Doliboa/02, 03, 04
Mark Donahue/71
Vaughn Duggins/07, 08, 09, 10
E
Bill Edwards/90, 91, 92, 93
Robert Eldridge/06
Eric Ellis/83, 84
Eric Ernst/83, 84, 85
N’Gai Evans/08, 09, 10
F
Lyle Falknor/73, 74, 75, 76
Joe Fitzpatrick/77, 78, 79, 80
Bill Fogt/71, 72, 73, 74
Lonnie Folks/74
Tyson Freeman/00, 01, 02, 03
G
John David Gardner/08, 09, 10
Rob Geistwhite/87, 88, 89, 90
Henry Grace/86, 87
William Graham/06, 07, 08, 09
Ryan Grose/97, 98, 99
Bob Grote/73, 74, 75, 76
Mike Grote/82, 83, 84
Scott Grote/09, 10
H
Mike Haley II/91, 92
Mark Hall/77
Sean Hammonds/90, 91, 92, 93, 94
Steve Hartings/78, 79, 80, 81
Rob Haucke/89, 90, 91, 92
Stan Hearns/82
Mike Herr/75
Delme Herriman/93, 94, 95, 96
Andy Holderman/91, 92, 93, 94
Vernard Hollins/01, 02, 03, 04
Louis Holmes/99,00
Tom Holzapfel/79, 80, 82, 83
Thomas Hope/00, 01, 02, 03
Gavin Horne/08, 09
Matt Horstman/87, 88, 89
Jim Hough/75
Dan Huguely/76, 77, 78, 79
J
Joe Jackson/85, 86, 87, 88
Antuan Johnson/95, 96
T. C. Johnson/82, 83, 84
James Jones/85, 86, 87, 88
Tyrone Joye/85, 86
K
Sam Kilburn/75
Tyler Koch/10
Alex Kock/04
Steno Kos/96, 97, 98
L
Cooper Land/08, 09, 10
Lewis Lequient/97 
John Lucas/72, 73
Lenny Lyons/85, 86, 87
RAIDER FORMER LETTERWINNERS
M
Dave Magill/71
Leon Manning/80, 81
Grant Marion/85, 86
Bill Marras/72
Rick Martin/73, 74, 75, 76
Rick Martinez/94, 95, 96
Marcus May/99, 00, 01
Mark McCormick/82, 83, 85, 86
Greg McCurdy/72, 73, 74
Alan McGee/76, 77, 78
Chris McGuire/92, 93
Phil McKee/73
Kevin Melson/99, 00, 01
Keith Miller/80, 81
Ken Millisor/76
Bill Mitchell/76
Jim Minch/71, 73, 74
Gary Monroe/82, 83
Fred Moore/82, 83, 84
Marcus Mumphrey/89, 90, 91
Parysh Munroe/05, 06
N
Mike Nahar/90, 92, 93, 94
Bilaal Neal/95, 96
Inus Norville/99
O
Mark Oliver/97
Renaldo O’Neal/91, 92, 93
P
Brandon Pardon/98
Bruno Petersons/98, 99, 00, 01
Clay Pickering/80
Ron Pierce/89
James Pinkney/79
Jordan Pleiman/05, 06, 07, 08
Rick Poole/77
Rick Poole/04
Robert Pounds/77
Vitaly Potapenko/95, 96
Steve Purcell/81, 82, 83, 84
R
Jon Ramey/92, 93, 94, 95
Neil Reif/76, 77
Michael Richardson/97
Rondey Robinson/88, 89
S
Rob Sanders/83, 84, 85, 86
Mike Sarli/75
Bob Schaefer/76, 77, 78, 79
Tyrone Scott/06, 07
Onome Scott-Emuakpor/98, 99,00
Bert Seard/85
Vova Severovas/04, 05
Israel Sheinfeld/99, 00, 01
Curt Shellabarger/76, 77
De’Andre Shepard/97
Lorenzo Shine/05
Vince Shively/79
Steve Shook/75, 76
John Sivesind/97
Dan Skeoch/90, 92, 93, 94
Brad Smith/89
Jason Smith/93, 94
Reinaldo Smith/06, 07
Everett Spencer/05, 06
Mark Starkey/03, 04
Eric Stevenson/07
Dan Swain/73, 74, 75
T
Troy Tabler/08, 09, 10
Al Taylor/85, 86
Jaron Taylor/05, 06
Jim Thacker/71
Ronnie Thomas/08, 09, 10
U
Jeff Unverferth/90, 91, 92, 93
V
Trent Vaughn/03
Mark Vest/84, 85, 86  
 
Don Vorhees/72, 73
W
Tim Walker/72, 73, 74
Lloyd Walls/03
Chris Wampler/87, 88, 89, 90
Andy Warner/82, 84, 85, 86
Derek Watkins/95, 96, 97
John Watkins/00
Rodney Webb/84, 85, 86, 87
Rob Welch/94, 95, 96, 97
Roman Welch/80, 81
Scott Wilder/88, 89
Zach Williams/05
Jeremy Willis/03
Eric Wills/92, 93, 94, 95
Bill Wilson/77, 78, 79, 80
Scott Wilson/06, 07, 08
DaShaun Wood/04, 05, 06, 07
Darryl Woods/94, 95
Mark Woods/89, 90, 91, 93
Y
Steve Yeagle/97, 98, 99, 00
Z
Mike Zimmerman/78, 79, 80, 81
Rick Zink/77
Bold type indicates current player.
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On March 26, 1983, Wright State Univer-
sity, sponsors of men’s basketball for just 
14 years, won the in NCAA, Division II in 
Springfield, Massachusetts. Mike Grote was 
named the tournament MVP.
1983 NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
The 1983 National Championship trophies
Raider fans celebrate the National Title
The 1983 Championship team holding their trophyThe Raiders celebrate the 1983 National Title
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March 9, 1993 marked a significant day in 
Wright State athletics history. It was the 
day when the men’s basketball reached 
the NCAA Division I Tournament for the 
first time. It was just their sixth season in 
Division I and second year in a conference. 
The Raiders played Indiana in the first 
round of the NCAA Tournament in 
Indianapolis, Indiana on March 19, 1993.  
Bill Edwards was named the Conference’s 
Player of the Year.
1993 MID-CONTINENT CHAMPIONS
The 1993 Mid-Continent Champions presented with 
plaques
Bill Edwards drives to the lane in the Mid-Continent 
championship game
Bill Edwards and Jeff Unverferth celebrate after 
the 94-88 win1993 Mid-Continent Conference Champions
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2007 HORIZON LEAGUE CHAMPIONS
14 years passed since the last time the Raid-
ers appeared in the NCAA Tournament but 
March 6, 2007 marked a momentous day  
as WSU defeated nationally-ranked Butler  
for the Horizon League crown. WSU 
squared off against Pittsburgh in the first 
round of the NCAA tournament in Buf-
falo, New York on March 15, 2007. DaShaun 
Wood was named the League’s Player of the 
Year.
The 2007 team celebrates their Horizon 
League championship
League Player of the Year DaShaun Wood  
cutting down the net
The 2007 Wright State Men’s Basketball TeamThe 2007 team poses with their trophy and champions 
banner after a 60-55 win
Jordan Pleiman cuts a piece of the net
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RETIRED NUMBER: #42, BILL EDWARDS
Only one number in 
the proud history of 
Wright State University 
men’s basketball has 
ever been retired. That 
number is 42. It was 
worn by the programs’ 
all-time scorer from 
1989–93, as he led the 
Raiders to the NCAA 
Tournament at the RCA 
Dome. During his play-
ing days he set many 
records, including most 
points in a career (2,303), in a game (45) and 
rebounds in a career (907). Only four other 
numbers have been retired by the Wright State 
athletics department: Joe Smith, a major league 
pitcher with the Cleveland Indians; Brian 
Anderson, currently of the Tampa Bay Rays 
coaching staff; Hylton Dayes, currently head 
soccer coach at the University of Cincinnati, 
and former baseball Coach Ron Nischwitz.
Bill Edwards
Bill Edwards becomes the school’s 
all-time scorer
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DASHAUN WOOD
When DaShaun Wood 
ended his collegiate 
career, many compared 
his numbers and im-
pact to Bill Edwards. 
Well, his numbers may 
not be as high but his 
impact for the program 
trying to find an iden-
tity is very comparable. 
He finished second to 
Edwards with 1,849 
points and is the only 
WSU player to have 
garnered at least 1,800 points, 500 rebounds, 
450 assists, and 200 steals. His name will be 
forever inscribed in the Raider record book. 
DaShaun signed a multi-year million dollar 
contract to play in Italy in 2008 and currently 
plays in Germany.
DaShaun Wood
Wood drives through traffic against Butler Wood lays the ball in
Wood dribbles the ball down the court
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VITALY POTAPENKO
Vitaly came to 
Wright State from the 
Ukraine before the 
1994–95 season and 
quickly became a fan 
favorite as he reached 
the school’s 1,000 point 
club in less than 50 
games. During his two-
year stay at WSU,  
he was named to the 
first-team all league 
both years. He was 
chosen 12th overall in 
the 1996 NBA Draft by the Cleveland Cavaliers. 
After spending his first few years in Cleveland, 
he was traded to the Boston Celtics and was a 
main component in their playoff runs under 
Rick Pitino. Potapenko played for the Seattle 
SuperSonics, and the Sacramento Kings to end 
his NBA 10-year career. Vitaly is currently an 
assistant coach for the Indiana Pacers.
Vitaly Potapenko with NBA commissioner  
David SternThe fans were treated to a Potapenko dunk often
Vitaly Potapenko as a Sonic
Vitaly Potapenko as a Celtic Vitaly Potapenko as a Cavalier
Vitaly Potapenko
Vitaly Potapenko as a King
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RAIDERS IN THE PROS
More and 
more former 
Raiders are 
showing up 
on rosters at 
every level of 
professional 
sports. The best 
known has been 
Vitaly Potapenko. 
The 6-10 forward 
was picked 12th 
overall in the 
1996 NBA draft 
by the Cleveland 
Cavaliers and 
played for 
the Seattle 
SuperSonics after a stint with the Boston Celtics. 
He also played for Sacramento. He is currently 
an assistant coach for the Indiana Pacers.
In Europe, Bill Edwards was called the best 
American player in the always-tough Italian 
League. He has represented the United States in 
the 1998 World Championship Games in Greece 
and helped them to a Bronze Medal finish. 
Edwards has also has spent time with the Cavs 
and the 76ers.
Two other Raiders have been drafted during 
the early 1980s as Gary Monroe was selected by 
the Portland Trailblazers in 1983 and Rodney 
Benson was 
taken in the 
10th round by 
the Indiana 
Pacers in 1981. 
Numerous 
players have 
signed to play 
overseas. 2007’s 
star DaShaun 
Wood currently 
is playing 
in Germany. 
Among 
others who 
recently played 
professionally 
are Jesse 
Deister 
(Germany), Mike 
Nahar (Holland), Vernard Hollins (France), 
Todd Brown (Holland), Cory Cooperwood 
(Finland), Israel Sheinfeld (Greece), and Scottie 
Wilson (Latvia). 
Others have played and now retired including 
Zach Williams (France), Thad Burton (France), 
Delme 
Herriman 
(England), 
Inus Norville 
(Cyprus), 
Cain Doliboa 
(France), and 
Bruno Petersons 
(Latvia), while 
Seth Doliboa 
played a couple 
of seasons 
in the NBA’s 
Developmental 
League.
Todd Brown plays in Holland.
Cory Cooperwood plays in Finland.
Vitaly Potapenko with the Sacramento Kings
DaShaun Wood plays in Germany.
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Bob Schaefer
1976–79
WRIGHT STATE ATHLETICS HALL OF FAME
Greg Gahris
Broadcaster 
1980–95
John Ross
Head Coach 
1969–75
Of the 51 members of the 
Wright State University Athletic 
Hall of Fame, 13 have ties with 
the men’s basketball program. 
Among the latest inductees was 
former head coach Ralph Underhill 
who led the Raiders to an amazing 
356-162 record in 18 years at the 
helm. During that time, the Raiders 
advanced to eight NCAA Tourna-
ments, including the 1993 Division 
I Tournament, and a 1983 Division 
II National Title. Underhill is also 
a member of the Cincinnati Area 
Basketball Hall of Fame.  The 1983 
team became the first team hon-
ored with induction in 2009.
Bob Grote 
1973–76
Gary Monroe
1981–83
Vitaly Potapenko
1994–96
Ralph Underhill 
Head Coach 
1979–96
Mark Vest
1984–86
Bill Edwards
1989–93
Mark Woods
1989–93
Rodney Benson
1980–81
A few years ago, the Wright State men’s basketball decided to honor former 
players who contributed greatly to the fine history of the program. Here is a 
list of those individuals.
Keion Brooks
1995–99
WRIGHT STATE BASKETBALL WALL OF FAME
2005
John Ross
Bob Grote
Bob Schaefer
Gary Monroe
Mark Vest
Greg Gahris
Bill Edwards
Vitaly Potapenko
Ralph Underhill
Mark Woods
2006
Eddie Crowe
Fred Moore
Keion Brooks
Abdul Shakur Ahmad
Rodney Benson
2008
Jim Brown
Lyle Falknor 
Mike Grote
Sean Hammonds
Tim Walker
Jim Brown
Coach
1970–97
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THROUGH THE YEARS
1970–71
Won 7, lost 17/Home 4-2, away 3-15 
Coach: John Ross
Date  Score
11-20 Cumberland (a) (3OT) L 82-84
11-21 Berea (a) L 79-96
12-2 Ashland (a) L 56-95
12-4 Taylor (a)* L 89-102
12-5 Wilberforce (n)* L 93-101
12-12 Findlay (a) L 67-87
12-14 Grand Valley State (h)  W 91-84
12-15 Harris Teacher (n)** W 83-63
12-16  Scott AFB (n)**† W 136-63
12-18 Cumberland (h) L 93-95
12-22 Rose-Hulman (a) W 103-91
1-2 Otterbein (a) L 79-105
1-16 Cedarville (h) L 71-82
1-20 Wilberforce (a) W 68-67
1-23 Rio Grande (a) L 69-71
1-27 Wilmington (a) L 89-116
1-30 Northwood (a) L 76-87
2-6 Marian (h) L 81-82
2-9 State Joseph’s (a) L 59-87
2-13 Defiance (a) L 93-105
2-17 Wilberforce (h) W 89-68
2-20 Transylvania (a) L 65-86
2-22 Bellarmine (h) L 82-84
2-25 Earlham (a) L 84-89
2-27 Walsh (a) W 92-83
*Taylor University Invitational
**McKendree College Holiday Tournament
†Game does not count in season record
1971–72
Won 9, lost 14/Home 6-4, away 3-10
Coach: John Ross
Date  Score
11-21 Berea (h) W 88-87
11-22 Spring Arbor (n)* W 75-71
12-2 Taylor (a)* L 88-104
12-5 Bellarmine (a) L 52-74
12-10 Rose-Hulman (a) L 70-89
12-15 Kenyon (h) L 52-71
12-20 Aquinas (n) L 63-80
12-29 Grand Valley State (a) L 86-111
1-5 Thomas More (h) L 61-76
1-8 Marian (a) (2 OT)   W 109-107
1-12 Wilmington (a) L 59-73
1-15 Wilberforce (h) L 77-78
1-18 Cedarville (h) W 85-77
1-22 Rio Grande (h)  W 83-81
1-25 Cumberland (h) W 93-81
1-28 Northwood (h) L 63-89
2-2 Wilberforce (a) W 95-81
2-5 Ohio Northern (a) L 85-94
2-7 Cumberland (a) L 83-91
2-12 Cleveland State (a)  L 65-75
2-18 Walsh (h) W 86-82
2-24 Earlham (h) W 81-74
2-27 Thomas More (a) L 70-81
*Taylor University Invitational
1972–73
Won 17, lost 5/Home 8-3, away 9-2
Coach: John Ross
Date  Score
12-2 Kenyon (a)  W 64-57
12-6 Northern Kentucky (a)  W 91-87
12-15 Miami (h) (UD) L 59-84
12-20 Marietta (a) (OT)** W 68-63
12-22 Cleveland State (a) W 52-48
12-27 Denison (n)* W 72-58
12-28 Kenyon (a)* W 70-53
1-4 Thomas More (h) W 78-70
1-16 Rio Grande (h) W 65-64
1-19 Principia (n) (2 OT) L 80-82
1-20 Rose-Hulman (a)** W 79-61
1-26 Otterbein (h) (OT) L 70-74
1-30 Cumberland (h)  L 76-81
2-3 Ohio Northern (h)  W 68-47
2-7 Marian (h) W 91-68
2-10 Berea (a) L 74-80
2-13 Wilberforce (h) W 100-69
2-17 Rose-Hulman (h) W 81-60
2-19 Tiffin (h) W 81-67
2-23 Northern Kentucky (h)  W 78-69
2-28 Thomas More (a)    W 71-70
3-3 Cedarville (a) W 89-78
*Colonial City Classic
**Rose-Hulman Invitational
1973–74
Won 17, lost 8/Home 12-0, away 5-8
Coach: John Ross
Date  Score
12-1 Wilmington (h) W 87-55
12-4 Miami (a) L 69-79
12-8 Heidelberg (h) W 73-54
12-12 Cincinnati (a) L 42-78
12-15 Cumberland (a) L 67-81
12-20 Marietta (h) W 76-58
12-22 Berea (h) W 87-56
12-28 Adrian (n)* W 81-64
12-29 Bluffton (n)* W 62-60
1-3 Northern Kentucky (h) W 92-59
1-5 Urbana (h) W 83-59
1-10 Stetson (a) L 61-64
1-12 Rollins (a) L 77-84
1-16 Kent State (a)  L 78-87
1-19 Rio Grande (a) W 79-69
1-21 Cleveland State (h) W 69-45
1-26 Otterbein (a) L 64-70
2-2 Franklin (a) W 46-45
2-7 Marian (a) L 82-88
2-13 Tiffin (h) W 99-58
2-16 Wilberforce (h) W 120-55
2-20 Bellarmine (h) W 99-75
2-23 Rose-Hulman (a) (OT) W 90-77
2-26 Thomas More (h) W 80-68
3-2 Cedarville (h) W 102-75
*Colonial City Classic
1974–75
Won 15, lost 10/Home 10-2, away 5-8
Coach: John Ross
11-30 Cincinnati (a) L 71-89
12-4 Tiffin (h) W 92-57
12-7 Miami (a) L 61-85
12-14 Heidelberg (h) W 65-59
12-21 IU-Southeast (h) W 74-53
12-27 Ohio Northern (n)* W 44-37
12-28 Kenyon (a)* W 71-55
1-4 Rice (a) L 83-92
1-9 Cleveland State (h) W 58-53
1-13 Wilberforce (h) W 78-69
1-16 Rollins (a) L 57-59
1-18 Stetson (a) L 38-62
1-22 Northern Kentucky (h) W 90-76
1-25 Rio Grande (h)  W103-80
1-28 Akron (h) L 60-63
1-30 Slippery Rock (h) L 79-81
2-1 Franklin (h) W 87-60
2-5 Urbana (a) W 82-76
2-8 Cleveland State (a) L 60-75
2-11 Cumberland (h) W 88-73
2-15 Bellarmine (a) (OT) L 79-83
2-19 Northern Kentucky (a) W 80-78
2-22 Central State (h) W 62-60
2-25 Thomas More (a) W 68-58
3-1 IU-Southeast (a) L 71-76
*Colonial City Classic
1975–76
Won 20, lost 8/Home 14-0, away 6-8
Coach: Marcus Jackson
Date  Score
11-29 Oakland (h) W 103-79
12-3 Cincinnati (a) L 70-118
12-6 Marian (h) W 107-83
12-13 Otterbein (h) W 86-84
12-16 Cumberland (h) W 87-75
12-20 Indiana Central (h) W 91-82
12-29 Ohio Northern (n)* W 83-80
12-30 Kenyon (a)* L 68-73
1-3 Armstrong State (a) (OT) W89-85
1-7 Cleveland State (h) W 75-73
1-10 Central State (h) W 84-80
1-12 Morehead State (a) L 74-94
1-14 Akron (h) W 78-65
1-17 Stetson (a)  L 66-70
1-21 Roosevelt (h) W 118-59
1-24 IU-Southeast (h) W 94-52
1-28 Akron (a) (2 OT) W 84-81
1-31 Slippery Rock (a) L 72-75
2-4 Northern Kentucky (h) W 91-87
2-7 Cleveland State (a) W 76-62
2-11 Franklin (a) W 58-57
2-14 Bellarmine (h) W 71-64
2-18 Northern Kentucky (a) L 73-85
2-21 Central State (a) L 51-59
2-24 Thomas More (h) W 86-74
2-28 Wilmington (h)    W 109-53
3-10 Evansville # L 75-85
3-11 St. Joseph’s # W 72-68
*Colonial City Classic
# NCAA tournament
1976–77
Won 11, lost 16/Home 8-7, away 3-9
Coach: Marcus Jackson
Date  Score
11-26 Slippery Rock (h)* L 75-77
11-27 Western Illinois (h)* W 90-82
11-29 IUPUI (h) L 84-89
12-1 Cincinnati (a) L 52-120
12-4 Northern Kentucky (h) L 56-62
12-8 Miami (h) L 54-67
12-11 Marian (a) W 55-52
12-13 Indiana Central (h) W 80-68
12-15 Akron (a)** L 59-71
12-20 North Dakota (a) L 58-67
1-4 NE Illinois (h) (3ot) W 98-96
1-8 Chicago State (h) W 103-69
1-12 Northern Kentucky (a) L 62-81
1-15 Armstrong State (h)  W 83-81
1-17 UW-Milwaukee (a) L 66-75
1-22 UW-Parkside (h) L 64-69
1-24 Robert Morris (h) W 80-76
1-27 Cleveland State (a) W 77-56
1-29 Youngstown State (a) L 71-73
1-31 Eastern Illinois (h) L 61-74
2-5 Virginia Commonwealth (a) L 70-82
2-9 Franklin (h) W 77-67
2-12 Bellarmine (a) (OT) L 85-88
2-14 Cleveland State (h)   L 67-74
2-19 Kentucky State (a) L 69-74
2-23 Akron (h) W 93-79
2-26 Eastern Illinois (a) L 55-62
*Wright State Invitational
**Forfeit victory for Wright State
1977–78
Won 14, lost 13/Home 9-7, away 5-6
Coach: Marcus Jackson
Date  Score
11-25 W. Virginia Wesleyan (h)* W 78-76
11-26 Wittenberg (h) (OT) L 80-85
11-29 Campbellsville (h) W 81-69
12-3 Northern Kentucky (a) L 52-76
12-10 Morehead State (h) L 79-87
12-13 Miami (a) L 69-73
12-16 Thomas More (h) W 67-57
12-19 IUPUI (a) (OT) W 82-79
12-30 Wisconsin-Oshkosh (h) W 84-71
1-5 Eastern Illinois (h) W 74-71
1-7 Central State (a) L 57-65
1-10 Roanoke (h) W 80-60
1-14 Clearwater (a) W 119-65
1-16 Armstrong State (a)  W 85-74
1-21 Akron (h) W 69-61
1-26 Robert Morris (a) W 90-81
1-31 Northern Kentucky (a) W 80-63
2-1 Indiana Central (a) W 78-75
2-4 Virginia Commonwealth (h) L 59-63
2-8 Eastern Illinois (a) L 60-64
2-11 Bellarmine (h) L 63-65
2-13 UW-Milwaukee (h) W 71-69
2-15 Cleveland State (a) L 62-77
2-18 Kentucky State (h) L 75-92
2-20 N. Kentucky (h) (OT) L 73-77
2-23 Akron (a) L 85-88
2-25 Point Park (h) L 85-95
*Wright State Invitational
1978–79
Won 20, lost 8/Home 15-3, away 5-5
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-28 Wilberforce (h) W 103-73
12-2 Miami (a) W 64-63
12-4 N. Kentucky (h) OT   W 74-69
12-6 Indiana Central (h) W 72-70
12-9 Eastern Illinois (a) L 72-79
12-11 St. Joseph’s (a) W 73-65
12-16 Otterbein (h) W 112-94
12-20 Youngstown State (a) W 75-55
12-22 Capital (h) (OT) W 85-81
1-4 Akron (a) L 71-76
1-6 NE Illinois (h) W 133-86
1-8 Central State (h) (UD) W 89-82
1-10 Indiana Central (a) L 73-91
1-13 Thomas More (h)  L 78-82
1-17 Oakland (a) (OT) L 54-55
1-20 Elmhurst (h) W 96-77
1-24 Missouri-STL (a) (OT) L 89-94
1-27 IUPUI (h) W 117-64
1-31 Northern Kentucky (a) W 80-63
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1983 Championship Team
2-5 E. Illinois (h) (UD) W 77-66
2-10 Bellarmine (a) W 89-83
2-12 Cleveland State (h) (UD) W 70-64
2-17 Akron (h) W 91-80
2-21 St. Joseph’s (h) (OT) L 78-79
2-24 Missouri-STL. (h) W 94-75
2-26 Spring Arbor (h) W 109-75
3-2 N. Michigan # (a) W 75-66
3-3 St. Joseph’s (h) # L 68-73
# NCAA tournament
1979–80
Won 25, lost 3/Home 18-1, away 7-2
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
12-1 Oakland (h) W 84-58
12-3 Campbellsville (h) W 93-79
12-5 Indiana Central (a) W 95-84
12-8 Wayne State (h) W 92-75
12-10 Miami (a) W 83-68
12-13 Armstrong St (h) (UD) W 99-85
12-15 Otterbein (h) (UD) W 69-65
12-20 St. Joseph’s (h) W 115-81
12-22 Bellarmine (h) W 102-79
1-3 Wilberforce (h) W 82-58
1-7 Central State (a) (UD) L 60-69
1-9 Indiana Central (h) W 84-74
1-12 Heidelberg (h) W 97-55
1-16 St. Joseph’s (a)  W 72-68
1-19 Elmhurst (h) W 101-59
1-23 Marion (h) W 122-86
1-26 IUPUI (a) W 92-77
1-30 N. Kentucky (a) W 116-66
2-2 Thomas More (h) W 73-70
2-4 Rice (a) L 78-84
2-9 Bellarmine (a) L 66-63
2-11 Missouri-STL (h) (UD) W 82-69
2-16 N. Kentucky (h) W 88-70
2-18 Youngstown State (h) W 72-61
2-23 SIU-Edwardsville (h) W 97-88
2-25 Missouri-STL (a) W 78-71
2-29 Eastern Illinois (h) # L 64-73
3-1 ISU-Evansville (h) # L 88-85
# NCAA tournament
1980–81
Won 25, lost 4/Home 16-1, away 9-3
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-29 Wilberforce (h) W 111-72
12-1 Miami (h) W 92-84
12-3 Bowling Green (h) W 81-68
12-6 Wayne State (h) W 86-65
12-10 St. Leo (a) W 124-77
12-17 Bellarmine (a) W 85-76
12-20 District of Columbia (h) W 76-63
12-22 Eastern Illinois (h) W 81-73
1-3 IUPUI (h) W 81-61
1-7 Indiana Central (a) W 68-61
1-10 Marian (h) W 87-67
1-12 Central State (h) (UD) W 72-58
1-14 St. Joseph’s (a) L 80-87
1-17 N. Kentucky (h) W 90-76
1-21 Bellarmine (h)    L 84-87
1-24 SIU-Edwardsville (h)  W 81-65
1-28 St. Joseph’s (h) W 107-79
1-31 N. Kentucky (a) W 91-60
2-4 Youngstown State (a) W 66-59
2-7 E. Illinois (a) L 63-72
2-10 Central State (a) (UD)  W 77-62
2-12 Kentucky Wesleyan (a) W 78-60
2-18 Indiana Central (h) W 92-57
2-21 Siena Heights (h) W 86-74
2-23 Spring Arbor (h) W 101-62
2-25 New York Tech (h) W 69-61
2-27 Kentucky Wesleyan(h)# W 96-76
3-6   N. Michigan (n) # L 69-70
3-7 ISU-Evansville (n) # W 96-89
# NCAA tournament
1981–82
Won 22, lost 7/Home 15-2, away 7-5
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-28 Wilberforce (h) W 102-60
12-2 Bowling Green (a) W 81-71
12-5 Franklin (h) W 92-73
12-7 Miami (a) W 65-59
12-13 Charleston (a) L 69-83
12-15 Thomas More (h) W 100-78
12-18 Otterbein (h) W 86-83
12-21 Charleston (h) W 68-55
1-2 NE Illinois (h) W 99-63
1-4 Lewis (h) L 57-69
1-6 Indiana Central (a) W 77-61
1-9 Gannon (h) W 73-55
1-14 Central State (h) (UD) W 86-72
1-20 N. Kentucky (h) (OT)  W 57-55
1-23 IP-Ft. Wayne (h) W 105-80
1-25 IUPUI (h) W 96-87
1-27 St. Joseph’s (a) W 75-56
2-1 Youngstown State (h) W 85-74
2-4 Kentucky State (a) W 97-89
2-6 Transylvania (h) W 74-60
2-9 Central State (a) (UD) L 73-94
2-11 Lewis (a) L 74-76
2-17 Indiana Central (h) L 83-87
2-20 Siena Heights (h) W 83-71
2-24 Transylvania (a) L 52-55
2-27 N. Kentucky (a) W 69-67
3-2 Kentucky State (h)  W 90-81
3-6 Kentucky Wesleyan (a)(OT)#  L 71-76
3-7 Bellarmine (n) (2OT) # W 87-86
# NCAA tournament
1982–83 
NCAA Champs
 Won 28, lost 4/Home 17-3, away 11-1
 Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
12-1 ISU-Evansville (h) W 92-81
12-8 Indiana Central (a) W 65-60
12-11 Thomas More (h) W 96-82
12-15 Alderson-Broaddus (h) W 107-88
12-18 West Virginia State (h) W 78-61
12-21 Spring Hill (h) W 97-57
12-22 Bellarmine (a) W 98-91
1-4 St. Francis (IL) (h) W 92-79
1-7 SIU-Edwardsville (h)* W 68-58
1-8 Central State (h)* L 67-89
1-12 IUPUI (a) W 76-65
1-15 NE Illinois (h) W 83-63
1-17 Cheyney State (h) L 60-68
1-19 Indiana Central (h)  W 94-76
1-22 IP-Ft. Wayne (h) (OT) L 53-54
1-26 N. Kentucky (h) W 69-63
1-29 Kentucky Wesleyan (a) W 65-64
2-2 Franklin (h) W 86-64
2-5 Transylvania (h) W 73-62
2-8 Central State (UD) W 55-51
2-12 Gannon (a) W 76-60
2-14 Bellarmine (h) W 103-78
2-16 Kentucky Wesleyan (h) W 80-56
2-22 Louisville (a) L 55-71
2-24 Indiana Tech (a) W 101-74
2-26 Transylvania (a) W 88-70
3-2 St. Joseph’s (h)  W 130-92
3-11 Lewis (n) # W 71-57
3-12 Kentucky Wesleyan (a)# W 69-67
3-19 Bloomsburg State (a) # W 73-53
3-25 Cal State-Bakersfield(n)# W 57-50
3-26 District of Columbia(n)# W 92-73
* Wright State Invitational
# NCAA tournament (3/25-26 Springfield, 
Mass.)
1983–84
Won 19, lost 9/Home 14-4, away 5-5
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-26 Davis and Elkins (h) W 71-55
12-3 Edinboro (h) W 50-42
12-7 Indiana Central (h) W 83-71
12-10 Thomas More (h) W 97-75
12-14 Chapman (h) W106-83
12-17 Heidelberg (h) L 70-74
12-21 Bellarmine (a) L 70-82
1-3   IP-Ft. Wayne (a) L 53-61
1-6 NE Illinois (h)* W 70-59
1-7 Cheyney (h)* L 73-79
1-11 IUPUI (h) W 94-72
1-14 Illinois Tech (h) W 106-67
1-18 Central State (UD) W 68-67
1-21 Ashland (h)  W 72-65
1-25 Indiana Central (a) W 65-55
1-27 Marycrest (h) W 110-85
1-31 ISU-Evansville (a) W 70-56
2-1 Kentucky Wesleyan (a) L 69-81
2-8 District of Columbia (a) L 84-89
2-11 Spring Arbor (h) W 78-75
2-13 Kentucky Wesleyan (h) L 66-69
2-18 Ashland (a) (2OT) W 69-60
2-20 Louisville (a) L 69-90
2-23 Bellarmine (h) W 71-59
2-25 Michigan-Dearborn(h) W 116-101
2-28 State Francis (IL) (a) W 90-72
2-29 Illinois Tech (a)  W 100-64
3-3 District of Columbia (h) (OT)  L 66-68
* Wright State Invitational
1984–85
Won 22, lost 7/Home 19-0, away 3-7
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-21 Grace (h) W 102-73
11-24 NE Illinois (h) W 91-83
12-4 Malone (h) W 67-65
12-8 Kentucky Wesleyan (a) L 53-76
12-12 Ashland (a) W 71-67
12-15 IP-Ft. Wayne (h) W 83-72
12-17 Bellarmine (h) W 93-84
12-21 District of Columbia (n)* W 93-81
12-22 Florida Southern (a)* L 62-66
1-2 Franklin (h) W 82-75
1-4 Missouri-STL (h) (OT)** W 83-78
1-5 Central State (h)** W 85-70
1-9 IUPUI (a) L 74-77
1-12 Marycrest (h)  W 99-86
1-16 Kentucky Wesleyan (h) W 88-82
1-19 Ashland (h) W 79-76
1-21 Indiana Central (h) W 79-71
1-26 N. Kentucky (h) W 55-53
1-31 Urbana (h) W 113-78
2-2 Michigan-Dearborn (h) W 115-63
2-6 Central State (h) W 71-62
2-9 SIU-Edwardsville (a) L 58-59
2-16 SIU-Edwardsville (h) W 81-59
2-18 Charleston (a) L 92-149
2-23 Spring Arbor (h) W 91-68
2-27 Wayne State (h) W 97-82
3-2 N. Kentucky (a) L 69-71
3-9 Lewis (n) # W 61-53
3-10 Kentucky Wesleyan (a)# L 72-84
* Florida Southern Invitational
** Wright State Invitational
# NCAA tournament
1985–86
Won 28, lost 3/Home 22-1, away 6-2
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-23 IP-Ft. Wayne (a) W 75-66
11-25 Northern Kentucky (h) W 86-74
11-27 S. Indiana (h) (2OT)  W 108-102
11-30 Lake Superior State (h) W 111-61
12-7 Toledo (a) W 67-66
12-11 Ashland (h) W 72-65
12-14 Kentucky Wesleyan (a) L 75-90
12-16 S. Indiana (a) L 75-84
12-19 NE Illinois (h) W 107-79
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12-21 Otterbein (h) W 78-71
1-3 St. Michael’s (h)* W 98-74
1-4 SIU-Edwardsville (h)* W 86-59
1-8 IUPUI (h) W 97-73
1-11 Michigan-Dearborn (h) W 105-54
1-13 IP-Ft. Wayne (h)  W 67-61
1-15 Marion (h) W 117-81
1-18 Bellarmine (a) W 74-66
1-20 Charleston (h) (2OT) W 104-102
1-25 Ashland (a) W 68-57
1-30 Central State (h) (UD) W 110-77
2-1 Oakland City (h) W 70-50
2-8 Kentucky Wesleyan (h) W 87-84
2-13 Malone (h) W 71-69
2-15 Franklin (h) W 90-78
2-18 N. Kentucky (a) W 74-67
2-22 Edinboro (h) W 91-87
2-27 Kentucky State (h)  W 91-68
3-1 Indiana Central (a) W 76-67
3-7 Kentucky Wesleyan(h)# W 94-84
3-8 SIU-Edwardsville (h) # W 77-73
3-15 Cheyney (h) # L 75-78
* Wright State Invitational
# NCAA tournament
1986–87
Won 20, lost 8/Home 17-1, away 3-7
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-25 Ohio Dominican (h) W 106-60
11-29 IP-Ft. Wayne (h) W 79-78
12-4 N. Kentucky (h) W 63-60
12-6 Toledo (a) L 73-75
12-10 Michigan-Dearborn (h) W 116-77
12-13 Kentucky Wesleyan (a) L 75-114
12-16 NE Illinois (h) W 122-85
12-20 Queens (a) W 77-67
12-22 Pace (a) L 68-71
1-31 Wooster (h) W 100-75
1-6 Kentucky Wesleyan (h) W 70-64
1-9 Queens (h)* W 75-61
1-10 E. Montana (h)* W 76-73
1-17 Manchester (h)  W 93-53
1-19 Edinboro (a) L 77-79
1-21 Indianapolis (h) W 52-47
1-24 Findlay (h) L 69-72
1-28 Youngstown State (a)  L 90-99
1-31 Kentucky State (a) W 92-80
2-2 IUPUI (h) W 92-82
2-4 Central State (a) (UD)  L 77-81
2-7 N. Kentucky (a) L 52-64
2-11 Kentucky State (h) W 82-74
2-14 Ashland (h) W 69-67
2-18 Wilmington (h) W 94-74
2-21 Spring Arbor (h) W 112-70
2-25 IP-Ft. Wayne (a)  W 70-68
2-28 Quincy (h) W 93-71
* Wright State Invitational
1987–88 • Division I First Year
Won 16, lost 11/Home 12-2, away 4-9
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-28 U.S. International (a) W 110-97
12-5 Pace (h) W 71-70
12-7 UW-Green Bay (a) L 65-87
12-9 Western Illinois (a) L 67-89
12-12 Bowling Green (a) L 65-66
12-18 Delaware State (h)*   W 99-96
12-19 NELouisiana (h)* W 74-68
12-22 Central Michigan (h)  L 68-97
1-2 Bethune-Cookman (h) W 98-76
1-6 Brooklyn (a) W 80-56
1-13 Chicago State (a) W 80-75
1-16 Maryland-E. Shore (h)  W 103-73
1-18 Howard (h) W 88-69
1-20 Youngstown State (a)  W 93-63
1-23 Brooklyn (h)  W 87-70
1-28 Maryland-E. Shore (a) L 73-77
1-30 Maryland-Baltimore Co. (a) L 79-81
2-3 Xavier (a) L 84-101
2-6 U.S. International (h) W 97-89
2-10 Akron (h) L 81-88
2-13 Chicago State (a) L 83-90
2-15 C. Connecticut State (h) W 86-82
2-17 Akron (a) (OT) L 82-89
2-21 Central State (h) (UD) W 82-57
2-24 C. Connecticut State (a) W 90-87
2-27 Maryland-Baltimore Co.(h) W 90-69
3-5 Dayton (a)  L 71-89
* Wright State Invitational
1988–89
Won 17, lost 11/Home 14-4, away 3-7
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
12-3 M. Tennessee St (h) W 88-71
12-5 Central Michigan (a) L 87-96
12-9 Drake (a)† L 68-74
12-10 George Mason (n)(2OT)† L 95-98
12-13 St. Francis (h) W 75-74
12-16 Bethune-Cookman (h)* L 55-64
12-17 Howard (h)* W 76-72
12-21 Bowling Green (a) L 56-73
12-31 Liberty (h)      W 105-77
1-5 Howard (a) W 69-67
1-7 Brooklyn (a) W 94-70
1-11 Ashland (h) W 62-58
1-13 Central State (h) W 102-70
1-18 Western Illinois (h)  W 72-65
1-21 Akron (a) L 78-87
1-25 Maryland-Baltimore Co.(h) W86-81
1-28 UW-Green Bay (h) W 77-72
1-31 Mount St. Mary’s (h)  L 100-102
2-4 Northern Illinois (h) L 84-85
2-8 M. Tennessee State (a) L 51-83
2-11 Southern Utah State (h)  W 87-81
2-13 Wilmington (h) W 106-88
2-15 E. Kentucky (a) W 70-65
2-18 Akron (h) L 70-86
2-20 Brooklyn (h) W 118-88
2-25 N. Illinois (a) L 73-82
3-1 Youngstown State (h)  W 105-90
3-4 UW-Milwaukee (h) W 105-96
† Drake Classic
* Wright State Invitational
1989–90
Won 21, lost 7/Home 14-1, away 7-6
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-25 Wilmington (h) W 113-79
12-2 S. Alabama (n)* W 96-82
12-3 #20 St. John’s (a)* L 56-76
12-6 Bowling Green (h) L 85-92
12-9 Central Michigan (h) W 74-73
12-13 St. Francis NY (a) W 94-80
12-16 U.S. International (a) W 113-107
12-19 S. Utah State (a) L 81-99
12-29 Vermont (a)$ W 91-82
12-30 Georgia Southern (a)$ W 94-91
1-4 St. Francis NY (h) W 101-82
1-6 Dayton (a) W 101-99
1-10 Chicago State (h) W 95-72
1-13 Youngstown State (a)  W 90-80
1-15 Akron (a) L 66-80
1-20 U.S. International (h)  W 116-113
1-24 E. Kentucky (h) W 79-66
1-27 Liberty (a) W 96-84
1-31 Central State (h) W 99-82
2-3 N. Illinois (h) L 66-47
2-7 Kent State (a) L 95-108
2-10 Youngstown State (h) W 94-74
2-15 S. Utah State (h) W 108-93
2-20 St. Bonaventure (a) L 82-84
2-24 Akron (h) W 96-77
2-28 Ashland (h) W 81-77
3-3 Chicago State (a)  W 112-94
3-5 N. Illinois (a) W 77-84
* JoeLapchick Memorial Tournament
$ USAir Classic
1990–91 • Nutter Center First Year
Won 19, lost 9/Home 14-1, away 5-8
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-24 Coastal Carolina (n)* L 69-83
11-25 Cleveland State (a)* L 92-99
12-1 Tennessee State (h) W 88-86
12-5 St. Joseph’s (IN) (h) W 103-67
12-8 Central Michigan (a)  L 85-112
12-12 #8 Ohio State (a) L 60-90
12-15 Youngstown State (a) W 109-94
12-21 Stephen F. Austin (h) W 90-83
12-22 Murray State (h)$ W 79-76
1-2 Ohio (a) L 56-75
1-5 Missouri-K.C. (a) W 98-90
1-12 UW-Milwaukee (h) W 84-79
1-16 Bowling Green (a) L 74-87
1-19 Missouri-K.C. (a) W 101-90
1-23 Texas Southern (h) W 99-87
1-26 Southern Utah (h) W 96-93
1-28 Prairie View A&M (h) W 123-93
2-2 Kent State (h) W 62-61
2-9 Southern Utah (a)   W 109-105
2-11 Prairie View A&M (a) W 100-86
2-13 Texas Southern (a) L 82-97
2-16 Chicago State (h) W 128-96
2-19 Xavier (h) W 91-83
2-23 Central State (h) L 91-94
2-28 UW-Milwaukee (a) L 89-106
3-2 Chicago State (a)    W 117-106
3-5 Youngstown State (h) W 107-71
3-10  NE Illinois (h) W 112-91
*at North Coast Tournament 
$USAir Classic (1st place)
1991–92
Won 15, lost 13/Home 12-4, away 3-9
9-7 Mid-Continent Conference
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
12-3 Bowling Green (h) W 82-76
12-6 St. Joseph’s (a)& L 77-87
12-7 E. Kentucky (a)& L 63-77
12-12 N. Illinois (h) L 82-83
12-20 Central State (h)$ W 112-66
12-21 Alabama State (h)$ W 95-89
12-30 Youngstown State (a) W 95-81
1-2 Ohio (a) L 71-87
1-4 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 69-92
1-8 E. Illinois (h)* W 72-65
1-11 UW-Green Bay (a)* L 44-63
1-16 Akron (h)* W 93-68
1-18 Valparaiso (h)* W 70-63
1-20 N. Illinois (a)* W 84-70
1-25 St. Bonaventure (h) L 68-71
1-27 Cleveland State (h)* L 52-55
1-30 W. Illinois (h)* W 94-80
2-1 Illinois-Chicago (h)* W 93-82
2-3 Valparaiso (a)* W 68-66
2-5 Youngstown State (h) W 91-73
2-8 Akron (a)* L 86-89
2-10 Cleveland State (a)* L 67-85
2-15 UW-Green Bay (h)* W 80-62
2-20 E. Illinois (a)* L 70-79
2-22 Buffalo (h) W 88-71
2-24 N. Illinois (h)* W 78-73
2-29 W. Illinois (a)* L 85-91
3-8 E. Illinois (a)% L 72-84
*Mid-Continent Conference & Carrier Classic 
$USAir Classic (1st place) 
%Mid-Continent Tournament (CSU)
1992–93
Won 20, lost 10/Home 14-3, away 6-6
10-6 Mid-Continent Conference
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
12-2 #5 Kentucky (a) L 65-81
12-5 Wilmington (h) W 112-53
12-8 Morehead State(h) W 102-74
12-11 Prairie View A&M (h)$ W 112-87
12-12 E. Kentucky (h)$ W 88-78
12-16 Ohio State (a) L 55-76
12-21 Ohio (a) W 80-77
12-30 Miami (h) L 68-75
1-21 Morehead State (a) W 129-63
1-6 Chicago State (h) W 136-91
1-9 Valparaiso (a)* W 92-78
1-11 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 82-85
1-16 W. Illinois (h)* W 87-73
1-23 E. Illinois (h)* W 104-80
1-25 Youngstown State (h)* W 100-65
1-27 Cleveland State (h)* L 91-99
1-30 UW-Green Bay (a)* W 90-88
2-1 N. Illinois (a)* L 77-82
2-6 Youngstown State (a)* W 95-87
2-8 Cleveland State (a)* L 85-91
2-13 Illinois-Chicago (h)* W 96-88
2-15 Valparaiso (h)* W 79-67
2-18 UW-Green Bay (h)* L 66-76
2-20 N. Illinois (h)* W 98-56
2-22 E. Illinois (a)* L 80-87
2-27 W. Illinois (a)*     W 81-80
3-7 E. Illinois (h)% W 94-58
3-8 Valparaiso (h)% W 82-72
3-9 Illinois-Chicago (h)% W 94-88
3-19 Indiana (n)! L 54-97
*Mid-Continent Conference
$USAir Classic (1st place) 
%Mid-Continent Tournament (WSU)
!NCAA Tournament (Indianapolis)
1993–94
Won 12, lost 18/Home 7-7, away 5-8
9-9 Mid-Continent Conference
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-26 E. Tennessee State (n)# L 81-92
11-27 American U.- P.R.. (a)# L 61-68
11-28 Pacific (n) # L 94-99
12-4 John Carroll (h) W 84-79
12-8 Miami (a)      L 53-87
12-11 Dayton (a) L 56-83
12-14 E. Kentucky (a) L 55-75
12-17 Prairie View A&M (h) @ W 80-64
12-18 NELouisiana (h) @ L 79-91
12-22 Ohio (h) L 63-78
1-5 Cleveland State (h) * L 77-84
1-8 Dayton (h) W 77-65
1-10 Youngstown State (h) * W 79-73
1-15 W. Illinois (a) * W 81-60
1-17 Valparaiso (a)* L 59-63
1-22 UW-Green Bay (h) * W 53-51
1-24 N. Illinois (a) * L 68-77
1-27 E. Illinois (h) * L 62-63
1-29 Illinois-Chicago (a) * L 85-109
2-1 UW-Milwaukee (h) * L 80-95
2-5 W. Illinois (h) * W 87-73
2-7 Valparaiso (h) * L 68-75
2-12 Cleveland State (a) L 69-68
2-14 Youngstown State (a) * W 88-78
2-19 Illinois-Chicago (h) *  L 70-86
2-22 UW-Milwaukee (a) * W 89-87
2-24 E. Illinois (a) * W 77-68
2-26 UW-Green Bay (a) * L 46-80
3-1 N. Illinois (h) * W 71-66
3-6 Cleveland State (a) % L 67-70
*Mid-Continent Conference 
#San Juan Shootout
@USAir Classic (2nd place)
%Mid-Continent Conference Tournament  
(Chicago)
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1994–95
Won 13, lost 17/Home 10-9, away 3-8
6-8 Midwestern Collegiate Conference
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-26 #17 Wisconsin (a) L 63-86
11-30 Fairleigh Dickinson (h) L 62-64
12-3 Wilmington (h) W 79-61
12-10 Dayton (h) W 74-53
12-13 Ohio (a) L 56-90
12-16 Prairie View A&M (h)# W 90-65
12-17 Youngstown State (h) # L 56-62
12-21 Fairleigh Dickinson (a) L 67-69
12-22 Manhattan (a) L 46-91
12-30 Miami (h) L 61-69
1-3 Mississippi Valley State(h) W 74-65
1-5 Detroit (a)* W 78-71
1-7 Cleveland State (a)* W 82-74
1-12 La Salle (h)* L 65-74
1-18 Xavier (h)* L 73-81
1-21 N. Illinois (h)* L 68-77
1-26 Loyola (a)* L 69-75
1-28 UW-Milwaukee (a)* W 76-74
2-2 Detroit (h)* W 79-64
2-4 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 83-94
2-7 Virginia Tech (h) L 74-77
2-11 La Salle (a)* L 90-92
2-15 Xavier (a)* L 84-94
2-19 Cleveland State (h)* W 78-60
2-23 Butler (h)* W 83-79
2-26 UW-Green Bay (h)* L 61-75
3-3 Cleveland State (h)@ W 88-81
3-4 #25 Xavier (h)@ W 71-70
3-5 Detroit (h)@ W 76-69
3-7 UW-Green Bay (h)@ L 59-73
*MCC Conference games 
#USAir Classic (WSU) 
@MCC Tournament (WSU)
1995–96
Won 14, lost 13/Home 10-5, away 4-7
8-8 Midwestern Collegiate Conference
Coach: Ralph Underhill
Date  Score
11-25 Wilmington (a) W 102-53
12-2 E. Kentucky (h) W 76-64
12-5 Wisconsin (h) L 91-94
12-9 Dayton (a) L 80-98
12-12 Ohio (h)      W 88-77
12-16 Toledo (a) W 62-57
12-19 Youngstown State (h) W 74-66
12-23 Manhattan (h) W 85-76
12-27 Miami (a) L 86-105
12-31 Virginia Tech (a) @ L 46-62
1-4 UW-Green Bay (a)* L 52-78
1-6 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 79-91
1-11 Butler (h)* L 68-71
1-13 Cleveland State (a)* L 68-83
1-15 Loyola (h)* W 87-73
1-20 UW-Milwaukee (a)* W 74-71
1-22 Detroit (a)* W 59-57
1-29 N. Illinois (h)* L 63-71
2-1 Illinois-Chicago (h)* W 91-74
2-3 UW-Green Bay (h)* L 53-60
2-10 Loyola (a)* L 67-85
2-12 Butler (a)* W 67-61
2-14 Cleveland State (h)* W 65-54
2-17 Detroit (h)* W 70-63
2-22 UW-Milwaukee (h)* W 99-75
2-24 N. Illinois (a)* L 71-81
3-2 Detroit (h)# L 61-67
*MCC Conference games 
#MCC Tournament games (WSU)
1996–97
Won 7, lost 20/Home 6-9, away 1-11
5-11 Midwestern Collegiate Conference
Coach: Jim Brown
Date  Score
11-30 Thomas More (h) W 97-59
12-9 #3 Kentucky (a) L 62-90
12-11 Bowling Green (h) L 63-90
12-14 Miami (h) L 58-89
12-16 #18 Louisville (a) L 57-65
12-18 Ohio (a) L 59-74
12-21 Toledo (h) L 71-74
12-28 W. Michigan (h) W 68-58
12-30 Youngstown State (a) L 63-69
1-2 Detroit (a)* L 62-73
1-4 Cleveland State (a)* L 76-79
1-6 UW-Green Bay (h)* W 79-72
1-9 Dayton (h) L 63-72
1-11 N. Illinois (h)* L 55-56
1-16 Illinois-Chicago (h)* L 56-64
1-18 UW-Milwaukee (a)* L 60-61
1-23 Loyola (a)* L 72-91
1-25 Butler (h)* W 65-62
1-30 Detroit (h)* L 63-65
2-1 Cleveland State (h)* L 71-74
2-6 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 59-66
2-8 N. Illinois (a)* W 77-73
2-13 UW-Milwaukee (h)* W 75-55
2-20 UW-Green Bay (a)* L 49-69
2-22 Butler (a)* L 57-75
2-24 Loyola (h)* W 56-54
2-28 UW-Milwaukee (h)# L 70-81
*MCC Conference games 
#MCC Tournament games (WSU)
@New Orleans
1997–98
Won 10, lost 18/Home 6-7, away 3-10
3-11 Midwestern Collegiate Conference
Coach: Ed Schilling
Date  Score
11-15 C. Michigan (a) W 82-72
11-18 Old Dominion (h) W 64-52
11-22 Wilmington (h) W 84-55
11-25 Ball State (h) L 62-69
11-29 Ohio (h) L 56-57
12-6 Cincinnati (a) L 60-85
12-10 Bowling Green (a) W 76-67
12-13 Dayton (a) L 63-94
12-17 Michigan State (a) L 52-95
12-20 C. Michigan (h) W 79-72
12-22 W. Michigan (a) L 74-88
12-27 Prairie View A&M (h) W 69-65
1-3 Loyola (h)* W 79-51
1-5 Illinois-Chicago (h)* L 81-83
1-12 Butler (a)* L 66-81
1-15 Detroit (a)* L 75-80
1-17 Cleveland State (a)* L 67-85
1-22 UW-Milwaukee (h)* L 62-69
1-24 UW-Green Bay (h)* L 65-77
1-29 Loyola (a)* L 52-59
1-31 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 70-82
2-7 Butler (h)* W 57-53
2-12 Cleveland State (h)* L 67-71
2-14 Detroit (h)* L 60-68
2-19 UW-Green Bay (a)* L 62-74
2-21 UW-Milwaukee (a)* W 75-65
2-28 Illlinois-Chicago (n)# W 74-73
3-1 Butler (n)# L 48-67
*MCC Conference games 
#MCC Tournament games (UW-Green Bay)
1998–99
Won 9, lost 18/Home 8-6, away 1-10
4-10 Midwestern Collegiate Conference
Coach: Ed Schillling
Date  Score
11-14 Old Dominion (a) L 60-81
11-17 C. Michigan (h) OT L 81-82
11-20 Pittsburgh (h) L 65-76
11-23 #8 Kentucky (n)&     L 75-97
11-28 Sacred Heart (h)    W 77-50
12-5 Denver (h) W 79-57
12-8 Ball State (a) L 70-84
12-12 Denver (a) L 76-98
12-14 N. Iowa (a) L 70-78
12-19 Morehead State (h) W 64-58
12-21 Prairie View A&M (h) W 94-62
12-28 Chicago State (h) W 75-56
1-4  Illinois-Chicago (a)* W100-74
1-5 Loyola (a)* L 67-80
1-9 Butler (h)* L 53-74
1-16 Cleveland State (h)* W 89-74
1-19 Detroit (h)* L 56-68
1-21 UW-Milwaukee (a)* L 65-69
1-23 UW-Green Bay (a)* L 52-54
1-28 Loyola (h)* L 68-75
1-30 Illinois-Chicago (h)* W 68-61
2-6 Butler (a) 2OT* L 78-88
2-11 Detroit (a)* L 46-64
2-13 Cleveland State (a)* L 64-87
2-18 UW-Green Bay (h)* L 40-58
2-20 UW-Milwaukee (h)* W 71-69
2-27 Butler (n)# L 56-64
*MCC Conference games
#MCC Tournament game (Illinois-Chicago)
&The Cincinnati Crown
1999–00
Won 11, lost 17/Home 11-3, away 0-13
6-8 Midwestern Collegiate Conference
Coach: Ed Schillling
Date  Score
11-19 Pittsburgh (a) L 52-69
11-23 C. Michigan (a) L 48-76
11-27 Texas-P.A. (a) L 60-63
11-30 S. Alabama (h) W 66-64
12-4 N. Iowa (h) L 35-61
12-7 Morehead State (a) L 72-74
12-13 St. Mary’s (CA) (a) L 48-80
12-16 Prairie View A&M (h) W104-74
12-18 Miami (OH) (a) L 61-72
12-21 N. Illinois (h) L 58-70
12-23 St. Mary’s (CA) (h) W 58-50
12-30 #6 Michigan State (h) W 53-49
1-3  Tennessee State (h) W 61-53
1-8 Butler (a)* L 47-71
1-13 Detroit (a)* L 65-75
1-15 Cleveland State (a)* L 55-69
1-20 UW-Milwaukee (h)* L 67-60
1-22 UW-Green Bay (h)* W 60-44
1-27 Loyola (a)* L 58-59
1-29 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 51-69
2-5 Butler (h)* L 55-79
2-10 Cleveland State (h)* W 91-88
2-12 Detroit (h)* W 64-61
2-17 UW-Green Bay (a) L 46-61
2-19 UW-Milwaukee (a) L 67-81
2-24 Illinois-Chicago (h)* W 72-52
2-26 Loyola (h)* W 84-71
3-4 Detroit (n)# L 59-64
*MCC Conference games
#MCC Tournament game (Illinois-Chicago)
2000–01
Won 18, lost 11/Home 14-3, away 4-7
8-6 Midwestern Collegiate Conference
Coach: Ed Schilling
Date  Score 
11-17  Greenville (h) W 107-55
11-21  N. Illinois (a) W 73-66
11-28  Alabama A&M    W 92-82 
12-2  Tennessee State (a)   W 84-74
12-4  S. Alabama (a)   L 71-79
12-7  Prairie View A&M (h) L 85-60
12-11  UW-Green Bay (a)   W 68-67
12-16  High Point (h)    W 80-38
12-19  Miami (OH) (h)    W 56-47
12-21  St. Francis (PA) (h)  W 94-66
12-27  Oakland (n)+    L 77-87
12-20  #1 Michigan State (a)  L 61-88
1-2   Morehead State (h) L 69-70
1-6   Butler (h) *     W 62-61
1-11  Detroit (h) *    L 65-78
1-13  Cleveland State (h) *   W 67-58
1-18  UW-Milwaukee (a) * L 43-56
1-25 Loyola (h) *     W 93-76
1-27  Illinois-Chicago (h) * W 76-73
1-31  Texas-P.A. (h) * W 74-69
2-3  Butler (a) * L 48-59
2-8  Cleveland State (a) * L 60-77
2-10  Detroit (a) * L 67-80
2-15  UW-Green Bay (h) * W 67-48
2-17  UW-Milwaukee (h) * W 75-60
2-22  Illinois-Chicago (a) * L 65-77
2-24 Loyola (a) *      W 62-60
3-3  UW-Milwaukee (h) # W 64-63
3-4  Butler (h) # L 58-66
*MCC Conference games
+The Palace of Auburn Hills
#MCC Tournament games (WSU)
2001–02
Won 17, lost 11/Home 11-3, away 6-7
9-7 Horizon League
Coach: Ed Schilling
Date  Score
11-17 St. Francis (PA) (a) W 83-67
11-20 Cincinnati (a) L 54-83
11-24 IP-Ft. Wayne (h)    W 75-62
11-29 Tennessee State (h) W 66-54
12-1 Miami (OH) (a) L 61-67
12-5 Morehead State (a) L 72-80
12-8 High Point (a) W 77-55
12-11 Oakland (h) W 74-54
12-15 Santa Clara (h) W 76-62
12-20 Prairie View (h) W 94-61
1-2 #20 Butler (a)* 2OT W 90-87
1-5 Youngstown State (a)* L 80-87
1-12 Detroit (a)* OT L 74-75
1-14 Cleveland State (a)* W 68-64
1-14 UW-Milwaukee (h)* otL 80-86
1-19 UW-Green Bay (h)* W 96-73
1-23 Texas-P.A. (h) W 83-64
1-26 Loyola (a)* W 65-60
1-28 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 66-68
1-31 Youngstown State (h)* W 76-69
2-2 Butler (h)* L 57-72
2-7 Cleveland State (h)* W 87-72
2-9 Detroit (h)* L 64-69
2-14 UW-Milwaukee (a)* L 68-94
2-17 UW-Green Bay (a)* W 71-70
2-21 Illinois-Chicago (h)* W 63-62
2-24 Loyola (h)* W 80-74
3-2 Loyola (n)# L 64-90
*Horizon League games
#Horizon League Tournament games (Cleve-
land, Ohio)
2002–03
Won 10, lost 18/Home 9-5, away 0-12
4-12 Horizon League
Coach: Ed Schilling
Date  Score
11-23 Akron (h) W 78-75
11-26 Cedarville (h) W 85-64
11-30 Miami (Ohio) (h) W 51-48
12-4 Morehead State (h) W 80-74
12-7 Ball State (a) L 59-66
12-11 Toledo (h) L 84-98
12-14 S. Florida (h) W 69-68
12-17 Manhattan (n) L 74-76
12-18 E. Kentucky (n) W 75-61
12-30 Santa Clara (a) L 67-71
1-5 Loyola (a)* L 56-67
1-9 Detroit (h)* W 67-64
1-11 Cleveland State (a)* L 52-55
1-13 Youngstown State (a)* L 60-66
1-16 Butler (h)* L 70-81
1-23 UW-Green Bay (a)* L 67-69
1-25 UW-Milwaukee (a)* L 59-74
1-29 Illinois-Chicago (h)* L 76-89
2-1 Youngstown State (h)* W 80-68
2-5 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 62-77
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2-8 Loyola (h)* L 69-71
2-13 Detroit (a)* L 63-68
2-15 Cleveland State (h)* W 76-63
2-20 Butler (a)* L 64-79
2-22 IP-Ft. Wayne (a) L 61-84
2-27 UW-Milwaukee (h)* L 65-98
3-1 UW-Green Bay (h)* W 77-74
3-4 Detroit (a) L 61-78
*Horizon League games
2003–04
Won 14, lost 14/Home 8-6, away 6-8
10-6 Horizon League
Coach: Paul Biancardi
Date  Score
11-25 Cedarville (h) L 66-68
11-29 S. Florida (a) L 59-74
12-3 Morehead State (a) L 60-65
12-6 Ball State (h) W 64-50
12-11 Miami (a) L 61-76
12-15 S. Illinois (h) L 73-79
12-18 Youngstown State (a)* W 69-59
12-22 Toledo (a) L 66-103
12-28 Brown (a) W 74-71
12-30 Akron (a) L 67-85
1-3 Butler (h)* W 51-39
1-5 UW-Green Bay (h)* L 46-53
1-8 Cleveland State (a)* W 78-73
1-10 Detroit (a)* W 67-61
1-14 Texas-P.A. (h) W 82-60
1-17 Loyola (a)* W 83-68
1-21 Illinois-Chicago (h)* W 61-60
1-24 Butler (a)* W 54-53
1-27 UW-Milwaukee (h)* L 53-68
1-31 Cleveland State (h)* W 72-56
2-4 Loyola (h)* W 83-71
2-7 UW-Milwaukee (a)* L 66-72
2-11 Detroit (h)* L 60-74
2-14 IP-Fort Wayne (h) W 66-64
2-19 Youngstown State (h)* W 81-61
2-26 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 71-75
2-28 UW-Green Bay (a)* L 65-76
3-2 Loyola (h)# L 59-76
*Horizon League games
#Horizon League First Round
2004–05
Won 15, lost 15/Home 11-4, away 4-10
8-8 Horizon League
Coach: Paul Biancardi
Date  Score
11-16 Tulsa+ OT (a) W 72-66
11-18 #10 Arizona + (a) L 66-83
11-21 Brown (h) W 67-44
11-27 Toledo (h) W 74-64
12-1 Ball State (a) L 54-61
12-4 Northeastern (a) W 59-53
12-8 Miami (h) OT L 54-59
12-11 Akron (h) L 70-81
12-14 S. Illinois (a) L 42-54
12-18 Youngstown State (h)* W 72-51
12-22 Texas-P.A. (a) L 59-77
12-30 Morgan State (h) W 70-52
1-3 UW-Green Bay (a) OT* L 71-73
1-6 Cleveland State (h)* W 73-57
1-8 Detroit (h)* W 63-57
1-15 Loyola (a)* L 51-65
1-17 UW-Milwaukee (a)* L 66-71
1-22 Butler (a)* W 59-54
1-26 Illinois-Chicago (h)* W 72-61
1-29   Cleveland State (a)* L 53-67
2-2 UW-Milwaukee (h)* L 70-79
2-5 Loyola (h)* L 57-74
2-7 Butler (h)* W 61-55
2-10 Detroit (a)* L 49-71
2-16 Youngstown State (a)* W 71-64
2-19 N. Illinois (h) OT W 72-66
2-23 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 68-81
2-27 UW-Green Bay (h)* W 94-80
3-1 Butler# (h) W 61-57
3-4 Detroit# (n) L 48-61
+ Cisco Systems Preseason NIT
* Horizon League Game
# Horizon League Tournament Games
2005–06
Won 13, lost 15/Home 10-3, away 3-12
8-8 Horizon League
Coach: Paul Biancardi
Date  Score
11-19 Belmont (a) L 80-86
11-23 Toledo (a) L 53-64
11-26 Ball State (h) L 50-71
11-30 Miami (a) L 46-54
12-7 Detroit (h)* W 69-58
12-13 N. Illinois (a) L 42-62
12-17 Belmont (h) W 87-79
12-22 Texas-P.A. (h) W 63-53
12-27 Northeastern (h) W 72-65
12-31 Akron (a) L 44-72
1-5 Cleveland State (a)* W 58-55
1-7 Loyola (h)* W 77-63
1-9 Kenyon (h) W 88-47
1-12 Youngstown State (a)* W 64-60
1-19 UW-Green Bay (a)* L 44-57
1-21 UW-Milwaukee (a)* L 54-61
1-25 Illinois-Chicago (h)* L 57-62
1-28 Butler (a)* L 62-70
1-30 Youngstown State (h)* W 81-67
2-2 UW-Milwaukee (h)* W 59-54
2-4 UW-Green Bay (h)* W 59-49
2-8 Detroit (a)* L 66-70
2-11 Butler (h)*     W 86-83
2-15 Cleveland State (h)* L 56-63
2-18 Bowling Green (a)+ W 70-51
2-22 Loyola (a)* L 63-76
2-25 Illinois-Chicago (a)* L 66-69
2-28 Illinois-Chicago (a)# L 64-77
*Horizon League games
+ ESPNU Bracket Busters
#Horizon League First Round
2006–07
Won 23, lost 10/Home 14-1, away 7-8, neutral 2-1
13-3 Horizon League
Coach: Brad Brownell
Date  Score
11-11   Miami (OH) (a)    W 57-56
11-19   Coastal Carolina (a) L 63-70
11-22   Chicago State (a)   L 70-86
12-2   Detroit *(h)     W 50-49
12-5   Bradley (a)    L 49-88
12-9   St. Bonaventure (a)  W 59-57
12-13   Marshall (a)    L 72-79
12-16   Bowling Green (h)  L 56-59
12-19   Marist (h)     W 63-53
12-21   Chicago State  (h)  W 63-62
12-27  LSU $ (a)     L 45-71
12-28   Samford $ (a)    W 61-50
12-29   Miss. Valley State$ (a)  W 55-54
1-2    I.P.-Fort Wayne (h)  W 72-58
1-4    Illinois-Chicago  *(h)  W 76-62
1-6    #18 Butler *(a)    L 42-73
1-10  Loyola *(h)     W 81-55
1-13   UW-Green Bay *(h)  W 78-67
1-18   Cleveland State *(a)   W 78-67
1-21   UW-Milwaukee *(a) L 69-73
1-24   Youngstown State *(h)  W 62-49
1-27  Loyola *(a)     W 59-47
1-29   UW-Green Bay *(a)  W 65-54
2-3    Detroit *(a)     W 66-59
2-5    UW-Milwaukee *(h)  W 76-50
2-7    Illinois-Chicago * (a)ot   W 74-64
2-10   #18 Butler *(h)     W 77-65
2-14   Cleveland State *(h)   W 68-55
2-17   Cal. St-Fullerton^(h)  W 77-62
2-22   Youngstown State *(a) L 57-72
3-3    UW-Green Bay #(h)  W 67-51
3-6    #19 Butler # (h)     W 60-55
3-15   Pittsburgh ! (a)   L 58-79
* Horizon League Games
^ ESPNU BracketBuster Game
# Horizon League Tournament (WSU)
! NCAA Mens Basketball Tournament (Buffalo)
2007–08
Won 21, lost 10/Home 13-3, away 7-6, neutral 1-1
12-6 Horizon League
Coach: Brad Brownell
Date  Score
11-19   Coastal Carolina (h)    W 71-48
11-28   Marshall (h) W 77-70
12-1   Marist (a)   L 64-79
12-6   Valparaiso *(h) L 66-71
12-8   #18 Butler *(h) W 43-42
12-11   Bradley (h)  L 65-72
12-15   Miami (h)    W 58-57
12-18 St. Bonaventure (h) W 54-45
12-22 Cal State Fullerton (a) W 84-80
12-29 Belmont ^(n) W 78-74
12-30 Chattanooga ^(a) W 87-82
1-3 UW-Milwaukee *(a) L 64-75
1-5 UW-Green Bay *(a) L 49-52
1-10 Youngstown State *(h) W 66-55
1-12 Cleveland State *(h) L 63-65
1-17 UIC *(a) W 76-75
1-19 Loyola *(a) W 53-52
1-26 Detroit *(a) W 66-57
1-31 UW-Green Bay *(h) W 71-67
2-2 UW-Milwaukee *(h) W 53-51
2-4 Presbyterian W 58-42
2-7 Cleveland State *(a) W 55-49
2-9 Youngstown State *(a) W 50-47
2-14 Loyola *(h) W 55-51
2-16 UIC *(h) W 52-51
2-20 Detroit *(h) W 59-58
2-24 Illinois State +(a) L 46-54
2-28 #14 Butler *(a) L 61-66
3-1 Valparaiso *(a) L 73-75
3-4 Detroit #(h) W 60-37
3-7 Valparaiso#(n) L 67-72
* Horizon League Games
^ Dr. Pepper Classic (Chattanooga, TN)
+ ESPNU BracketBuster Game
# Horizon League Tournament
2008–09
Won 20, lost 13/Home 11-4, away 5-9, neutral 4-0
12-6 Horizon League
Coach: Brad Brownell
Date  Score
11-15   Illinois State (h)    L 61-69
11-22   Central Michigan (a) OT L 68-70
11-24   Miami (OH) (h)   L 37-55
11-29   Sam Houston State (a)     L 65-84
12-4   UW-Green Bay * (a)    L 46-57
12-6   UW-Milwaukee * (a)  L 59-66
12-9   Toledo (h)    W 50-35
12-12   Ark-Little Rock (a)  W 62-55
12-14   #11 Wake Forest (a)     L 53-66
12-17   Norfolk State (h) W 66-43
12-20  Oral Roberts $ (n)     W 59-46
12-21   South Florida $ (n)    W 60-43
12-22   Murray State $ (n)  W 57-41
12-30    Cleveland State* (h)  W 71-62
1-3    Youngstown State *(h)  W 60-59
1-8    #20 Butler *(a)    L 48-64
1-10  Valparaiso * (a)     W 64-48
1-16   Detroit *(a)  W 60-51
1-22   Loyola *(h)   W 68-47
1-24   Illinois-Chicago *(h) W 57-31
1-29   Youngstown State *(a)  W 67-61
1-31  Cleveland State *(a)     L 50-59
2-5   Valparaiso *(h)  W 68-58
2-7    #11 Butler *(h)     L 51-69
2-10    Loyola *(a)  W 64-52
2-14    Detroit * (h)   W 61-48
2-18   Illinois-Chicago *(a) OT    L 66-77
2-21   Northeastern ^(h)   L 57-69
2-26   UW-Milwaukee *(h)  W 70-60
2-24   UW-Green Bay *(h) W 65-64
3-3    Valparaiso #(h)  W 68-56
3-6    UW-Milwaukee # (n)     W 80-70
3-17   #22 Butler #(a)   L 57-62
* Horizon League Games
^ ESPNU BracketBuster Game
# Horizon League Tournament (WSU/BU)
$ San Juan Shootout (1st of 4)
2009–10
Won 20, lost 12/Home 12-1, away 5-11, neutral 3-0
12-6 Horizon League
Coach: Brad Brownell
Date  Score
11-13 Washington +(a) L 69-74
11-14 Portland State +(n) W 75-70
11-15 Belmont +(n) W 82-73
11-24 Central Michigan (h) W 69-53
11-28 Northeastern (a) L 67-70
12-3 Cleveland State *(h) W 73-64
12-5 Youngstown State *(h) W 67-54
12-8 Toledo (a) W 66-56
12-13 Miami (a) L 55-56
12-16 Mississippi State (a) L 69-80
12-19 Maryland Eastern Shore (h) W 87-46
12-22 Arkansas-Little Rock (h) W 69-47
12-28 Sam Houston State (h) W 88-48
12-31 Loyola *(a) L 52-53
1-2 UIC *(a) W 64-47
1-8 Butler *(h) L 65-77
1-10 Valparaiso *(h) W 59-57
1-14 Green Bay *(a) L 66-68
1-16 Milwaukee *(a) OT L 61-67
1-23 Detroit *(a) W 61-59
1-28 UIC *(h) W 79-43
1-30 Loyola *(h) W 66-48
2-4 Valparaiso *(a) W 75-71
2-6 Butler *(a) L 62-74
2-11 Milwaukee *(h) W 68-63
2-13 Green Bay *(h) W 67-54
2-17 Detroit *(h) W 70-53
2-20 Ohio University *(a) L 59-64
2-25 Youngstown State *(a) W 76-73
2-27 Cleveland State *(a) L 63-68
3-6 Detroit (n) W 69-50
3-9 Butler (a) L 45-70
* Horizon League Games
+ Athletes in Action Classic (Seattle, WA)
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HORIZON LEAGUE NETWORK
The Horizon League Network, a pioneering venture 
of the League office in partnership with the individual 
school, will once again videostream more than 400 events 
during the 2010-11 academic year.  All games not shown 
on ESPN can be found live on the internet simply by going 
to the league website (http://www.horizonleague.org/) or 
the league schools.  Individual schools may elect to stream 
home non-conference games and events as well.  There will 
also be links for live stats and audio feeds when available.
STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
 The athletics program at Wright State University is recognized 
as an integral part of the total educational process. The athletics 
program is designed to contribute to the total development of the 
student-athlete’s health, fitness, skill, leadership, and respect for 
others. 
 Wright State University’s intercollegiate athletic representatives 
are student-athletes, coaches, and staff who are instructed on and 
dedicated to the principles of fair play and amateur competition as 
defined by the rules of the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 
It is the responsibility of the athletics administration and coaches to 
insure that the entire program is in full compliance with all pertinent 
rules and regulations. 
 Objectives of the intercollegiate athletics program at Wright State 
University are to:
1.  Provide a form of student activity which is a generally accepted part  
 of collegiate life. 
2.  Provide opportunities for the development of unique skills 
 and abilities to a diverse segment of the male and female student  
 population. 
3.  Provide the opportunity and motivation for participation in sports 
 activities for a broad segment of the male and female student 
 population. 
4. Provide a vehicle which is a recognized builder of morale and 
 esprit de corps among students, staff, and alumni. 
5. Create an awareness of and support for Wright State University 
 within the region, state, and nation. 
6. Sponsor a breadth of programs which will provide student 
 athletes with the opportunity to compete on a local, regional, or 
 national level. Within this objective, programs will be funded 
 and expectations generated which will provide each program 
 or individual with the opportunity to achieve success.
7. Provide an environment in which the student-athlete will learn 
 the value of fair play, the necessity of obeying rules and 
 regulations, and the necessity to perform up to prescribed 
 academic standards. 
Joann Black
Department Secretary
Jason Franklin
Director of Athletic 
Training
Marsha Moss
Assistant Business 
Manager
Jason Bradford
Strength and Condi-
tioning Coach
Chris Grant
Special Assistant to the 
Athletic Director
Roderick Perry
Deputy Director of 
Athletics
Judy Chivers
Assistant Athletics 
Director/SWA
Corey Griest
Promotions Director
Jackie Schetter
Nutter Center and Ath-
letics Sales Manager
Maureen Cooper
Sr. Associate Athletics 
Director/SWA
Sara Hill
Assistant Athletics Direc-
tor/Business Manager
Megan Watson
Academic Advisor
Trevor Doll
Director of 
Compliance
Jack Leopard
Assistant Director of 
Annual Giving
Joyce Whitaker
Spirit Coordinator
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RAIDERS AT A GLANCE
Billy DONLON
Head Coach
First Season
Clayton BATES
Assistant Coach
First Season
Chris MOORE
Assistant Coach
First Season
Brendan MULLINS
Director of Operations
First Season
DJ WYRICK
Administrative Assistant
First Season
Troy TABLER
6-3, 185, Senior, Guard
Cincinnati, Ohio (Moeller)
3
Vance HALL
6-3, 185, Freshman, Guard
Frankfort, Kentucky (Franklin County)
Kegan CLARK
6-4, 190, Freshman, Guard
Jeffersonville, Indiana (Jeffersonville)
2
21
N’Gai EVANS
6-2, 175, Senior, Guard
North Canton, Ohio (Hoover)
11
Cooper LAND
6-8, 230, Senior, Forward
Highland Village, Texas (Marcus)
Armond BATTLE
6-7, 200, Sophomore, Forward
Plymouth, Minnesota 
(Benile-St. Margaret)
1412
Matt VEST
6-5, 175, Freshman, Guard
Kettering, Ohio 
(Chaminade-Julienne)
24
AJ PACHER
6-9, 220, Freshman, Forward
Vandalia, Ohio (Butler)
23
Darian CARTHARN*
6-0, 190, Sophomore, Guard
Canal Winchester, Ohio
(Canal Winchester)
31
Julius MAYS*
6-3, 190, Junior, Guard
Marion, Indiana (Marion)
34
Vaughn DUGGINS
6-3, 195, Senior, Guard 
Pendleton, Indiana (Pendleton)
Scott WOODS
Assistant Coach
First Season
44
Johann MPONDO
6-8, 220, Junior, Forward
Douala, Cameroon 
(Decatur (IL) Christian)
Cole DARLING
6-7, 185, Freshman, Forward
Holt, Michigan (Holt)
4
22
*redshirt
